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This dissertation presents a study on ellipsis phenomena in Chinese including 
argument ellipsis, sluicing, and verb phrase ellipsis by addressing three issues: what 
conditions license elements to be missing, how missing elements are represented 
syntactically and how the missing elements are properly interpreted.  
In chapter 2, I will investigate null argument ellipsis in Chinese, where the 
interpretation of null subjects is more restricted than that of null objects.  After critically 
reviewing and pointing out some problems with three previous analyses proposed by Li 
(2014), Takahashi (2014), and Sato (2018b), I will provide an alternative analysis of the 
subject-object asymmetry, which claims that null objects are derived either by argument 
ellipsis (LF-copying) or by null operator movement, whereas null subjects are derived by 
moving empty operators to Spec of CP.  I will attribute the asymmetry between null 
subjects and objects to the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) effect feature of the tense 
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T in Chinese. 
In chapter 3, I will attempt to examine the two types of competing previous 
researches on sluicing in Chinese.  I will propose that we need to posit two distinct types 
of derivation for sluicing in Chinse: one is a wh-movement and deletion proposed by 
Wang and Wu (2006) and the other is a null pro-form proposed by Wei (2011).  I will 
show that a particular instance of sluicing in Chinese will be grammatical if there is at 
least one way of deriving it which satisfies all relevant conditions, whereas it will be 
ungrammatical if neither of the two derivations yields a convergent outcome. 
In chapter 4, I will investigate verb phrase ellipsis in Chinese. Previous studies 
assume that verb phrase ellipsis in Chinese involves the shi construction and the Aux 
construction, and that the shi construction is much more limited in distribution, as 
compared with the Aux construction. I will try to account for differences between these 
elliptical constructions by proposing that the Aux construction actually instantiates VP 
ellipsis, whereas the shi construction involves the remnant movement from deleted TP 
under the assumption that shi occupies the head of Focus phrase proposed by Rizzi (1997). 
I will argue that the proposed analysis provides a unified account for differences between 
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Chinese allows ‘ellipsis’ where phonetic features are omitted or unpronounced but 
are still meaningful.  There are several major types of elliptical constructions in Chinese. 
First of all, let us consider the null subjects and the null objects, as shown in (1).  
 
(1)  a.  e  lai-le. 
                come-LE 
             ‘[He] came.’ 
          b.  Lisi  hen   xihuan  e. 
             Lisi  very  like  
             ‘Lisi likes [him] very much.’  
          c.  Zhangsan shuo  [e  bu  renshi  Lisi] 
             Zhangsan say      not know  Lisi 
             ‘Zhungsan said that [he] did not know Lisi.’ 
          d.  Zhangsan shuo   [Lisi  bu  renshi   e] 
             Zhangsan say     Lisi  not know 
             ‘Zhungsan said that Lisi did not know [him].’ 
(Huang (1984: 537)) 
 
In (1) the empty subjects and objects are invisible, but they are not meaningless. They are 
interpretable either from their antecedents or from the discourse contexts.  Chinese 
allows whole clauses to be empty as well, as demonstrated in (2):  
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(2)  a.  Lisi  chuqu  yuehui; ta   mama   xiang zhidao (shi)  zai  nali   /han 
             Lisi  go-out date    3sg mother  want  know  COP  at   where  with  
             shei 
             who 
             ‘Lisi went out for a date; her mother wondered where/with whom.’ 
          b.  Lisi  mai  le    yiyang  dongxi  gei   mouren,  dan  wo  bu  zhidao 
             Lisi  buy  ASP one-CL thing    give s someone but  1SG not know  
             shi    shei/  shenme. 
             COP  who  what 
             ‘Lisi bought something for someone, but I don’t  know who/what.’ 
(Adams and Tomioka (2012: 219)) 
 
Furthermore, Verb Phrases are allowed to be null as well.  The verb phrases which 
follow the auxiliary shi ‘be’ and the model verb neng ‘can’ are empty, as shown in (3) 
below: 
 
(3)  a.  Ta  xihuan  Zhangsan.  Wo ye   shi        
             He  like     Zhangsan  I    also  be 
             ‘He likes Zhangsan. I do too.’ 
          b.  Ta  neng  qu. Wo  ye   neng   
             he  can   go   I    also  can  
             ‘He can go. I can too.’  
(Soh (2007: 181)) 
 
The examples from (1) to (3) are called argument ellipsis, sluicing, and verb phrase 
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ellipsis respectively.  These elliptical constructions raise the three questions: what 
constituents undergo deletion?; how are elliptical sites recovered?; under what kind of 
conditions are they allowed?  In this chapter, I will review previous analyses of these 
three types of elliptical constructions, and then outline the crucial topics which will be 
discussed in the following chapters. 
 
1.1  Argument Ellipsis 
Although sentences in (1) show that Chinese allows both subject and object to be 
null, once we take a closer look at them, they turn out to behave very differently from one 
another.  Let us consider the following sentence: 
 
(4)  zhe-ge  laoshii  hen  hao, wo mei kandao-guo [[ ej  bu  xihuan  ei  de] 
this-CL teacher  very good  I   not see-EXP         not like        DE  
          xueshengj] 
          student 
          a.  ‘This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who e1 do not like  
             (him2).’ 
          b.  ‘*This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who (he2) does not  
             like e1.’ 
(Li (2014:46)) 
 
In (4), the null arguments occur in the relative clause.  The null object of the verb xihuan 
‘like’ can be coindexed with the topic zhe-ge laoshi ‘this teacher’ introduced from the 
previous sentence.  On the other hand, the null subject of the verb xihuan ‘like’ must 
have the closest nominal xuesheng ‘students’ as its antecedent. 
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The same asymmetry can be seen in null arguments in adverbial clauses.  Let us 
consider the following sentence where the empty object occurs in the adverbial clause 
modifying the embedded clause: 
 
(5)  wo faxian    xiaotou1 [yinwei jingcha    zhao-bu-dao  [e2  yuanyi 
          I    discover  thief     because policeman seek-not-find     willing 
          kanguan  e1/e3 de]] ren2    deyidi   zou  le. 
          supervise      DE person proudly leave LE 
          ‘I discover that the thief1 left proudly because the policemen were not able to 
          find people who were willing to supervise (him1/3).’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
The null object is flexible in terms of selecting its antecedent in (5).  It can be coindexed 
with either the matrix subject xiaotou ‘thief’ or the topic from discourse.  In contrast, an 
interpretation of an empty subject in an adverbial clause is more restricted, as illustrated 
in (6): 
 
(6)   a.  Li xiaojie1  hen  xihuan Zhangsan ba? Ni  yinggai hen  gaoxing! 
             Li Miss     very like    Zhangsan BA you should  very happy 
             ‘Miss Li really likes Zhangsan, right? You should very happy!’ 
           b.  shishishang, we  yinwei [*(Li  xiaojie)1 bu  xihuan Zhangsan]  you   
             actually     I    because   Li Miss     not like    Zhangsan  have  
             diar   shiwang 
             slight disappointment 
             ‘In fact, I somewhat disappointed because *(Miss Li) does not like       
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             Zhangsan.’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
The subject of the adverbial clause in (6b), whose antecedent is Li xiaojie ‘Miss Li’ in the 
previous sentence in (6a), cannot be elided.  The contrast between (5) and (6) shows that 
the interpretation of an empty subject is not so free as that of an empty object. 
Null subjects and objects also behave differently as regard to strict and sloppy 
interpretations. Null objects yield strict and sloppy interpretations, as illustrated in (7): 
 
(7)  a.  Zhangsan bu  xihuan guanyu  ziji de  yaoyan. 
             Zhangsan not like    about   self  of rumor 
             ‘Zhangsan does not like rumors about himself.’ 
          b.  Lisi  ye   bu  xihuan  e.                          (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
             Lisi  also  not like 
             ‘lit. Lisi does not like e, either.’ 
(Otani and Whitman (1991: 346)) 
 
In (7b), the null object has both the strict reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about 
Zhangsan, either’ and the sloppy reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about himself, 
either.’  However, in (8b), the null subject in the embedded clause can only yield the 
strict reading ‘Lisi said that Zhangsan’s child liked Xiaoli,’ but not the sloppy reading 





(8)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ziji  de  haizi  xihuan Xiaohong. 
             Zhangsan say   self  of  child  like    Xiaohong 
             ‘Zhangsan said his child liked Xiaohong.’ 
          b.  Lisi  shuo   e   xihuan  Xiaoli                     (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
             Lisi  say        like     Xiaoli.’ 
             ‘Lisi said e liked Xiaoli.’ 
(Takahashi (2007: 6)) 
 
I will explain these differences between null subjects and null objects by proposing 
that null subjects are not empty pronouns but traces of empty operators.  The proposed 
analysis attributes the restricted property of null subjects to constrain on movement of 
empty operators to the specifier of CP.  Moreover, I will claim that null objects can be 
derived either by argument ellipsis or by movement of null operators.  I will argue that 
the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) effect of a tense constituent T in Chinese plays 
a crucial role in explaining availability of strict and sloppy readings in null argument 
positions in Chinese. 
 
Appendix to Chapter 2  
Null objects in Burmese also have the strict and sloppy readings in (9): 
 
(9)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    [dou-rie   maymay-ko]   yodei-de 
             Moung  Phyu-TOP   his-GEN mother-ACC  respect-ASP 
             ‘Moung Phyu respects his mother.’ 
          b.  Moung  Men  le    [ e ]  yodei-de. 
             Moung  Men  also       respect-ASP 
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             ‘Lit. Moung Men respects e, too.’ 
 
The strict reading is ‘Moung Men respects Moung Phyu’s mother, while the sloppy 
reading is ‘Moung Men respects her own mother’.  
The possible analysis of (9b) is to assume that the verb moves out of the elided verb 
phrase: 
 
(10)                 IP 
3 
                   NP            I’ 
                Subject      3 
                            I           VP  
                                    3 
                                   V         NP 
object 
 
This kind of analysis is proposed for null objects in Chinese by Huang (1991).  He 
claims that the duplication of the lexical verbs corresponds to do-support in English, and 
that the lexical verbs move from V to the Inflectional (INFL) node, which permits it to 
govern the elided VP appropriately.  Indeed, the following null object in Chinese has 
both the strict reading ‘Mary also saw John’s mother’ and the sloppy reading ‘Mary also 
saw Mary’s mother’ in Chinese, as illustrated in (11): 
 
(11)  John kanjian-le tade mama, Mary ye   kanjiani -le [VP[ ti e]]. 
           John see-PERF his   mother Mary also  see-PERF 
           ‘John saw his mother, and Mary did, too.’ 
(Huang (1991: 64)) 
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On the other hand, null subjects in Chinese do not have the sloppy reading, and they 
only have the strict reading. 
 
(12)  a.  Zhangsani  juede [taide lunwen]     hui be   jieshou; 
              Zhangsan  think  his    dissertation  will-BEI accept 
              ‘Zhangsan thinks that his dissertation will be accepted.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   juede [ e ]  hui bei  jieshou. 
              Lisi  also  think       will BEI  accept 
              ‘Lit. Lisi thinks that [e] will be accepted, too.’ 
(cf. Oku (1998: 166)) 
 
The empty subject in the embedded clause in (12b) can only yield the strict reading.  
Since a subject is out of a verb phrase, (12b) cannot be derived from VP-ellipsis.  Thus, 
Huang’s analysis of ellipsis in Chinese can account for the contrast between (11) and 
(12b). 
However, if we apply Huang’s analysis to Burmese, we are faced with two 
problems.  First, unlike Chinese, Burmese allows elided subjects to have both strict and 
sloppy readings, as shown in (13): 
 
(13)  a.  Moung  Phyu-rie    neepya-ga  [dou ga]  
              Moung  Phyu-GEN  coach-TOP  he  NOM 
              byainpwe-ko      naing  leng-me   lo   htin-di. 
              competition-ACC  win    will-ASP  that think-ASP 
              ‘Moung Phyu’s coach thinks that he will win this competition.’ 
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           b.  Moung  Men-rie    neepya-ga   le   [ e ] 
              Moung  Men-GEN  coach-TOP  also 
              byain pwe-ko      naing  leng-me   lo    htin-di. 
              competition-ACC  win    will-ASP  that  think-ASP 
              ‘Lit. Moung Men’s coach thinks that e will win the competition, too.’  
 
The elided subject in the embedded clause in (13b) has the strict reading and the sloppy 
reading.  In this case, since subject positions are outside of VPs, the VP-ellipsis analysis 
cannot explain why the null subjects yield both strict and sloppy readings.  
The second problem has to do with adverbial interpretations. Oku (1998) points out 
that in English, the elided VP in (14b) includes the adverbial interpretation, as illustrated 
in (14c): 
 
(14)  a.  Bill washed the car carefully, but. 
           b.  John didn’t. 
           c.  John didn’t [VP [VP wash the car] carefully]. 
(Oku (1998: 172)) 
 
On the other hand, the elided object does not contain any adverbial interpretation in 







(15)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    [ka-ko]    thadihtar sua  say-kede 
              Moung  Phyu-TOP   car-ACC carefully      wash-ASP 
              ‘Moung Phyu washed the car carefully.’ 
           b.  Moung  Men-ga  [ e ]  maNEG say-ke     buNEG  
              Moung  Men-TOP     not    wash-ASP  not 
              ‘Lit. Moung Men did not wash the car.’  
 
The elided object in (15b) lacks the adverbial interpretation carefully, and (15b) only 
means ‘Moung Men didn’t wash the car.’  Huang’s analysis of empty objects as VP-
ellipsis cannot explain why the null object in (15b) does not have any adverbial 
interpretation.  Suppose that after the verb moves out of VPs, the whole VPs are deleted.  
Then, we incorrectly predict that the adjunct adjoined to the VP is elided together with 
VPs.  Thus, in light of the two empirical problems, we cannot accept the VP-ellipsis 
analysis of empty objects in Burmese. 
In this appendix, comparing Burmese, Chinese and Japanese, I will show that the 
ellipsis in Burmese exhibits the same pattern as that in Japanese rather than those in 
English and Chinese.  Given similarities and differences between these languages, I will 
argue that null objects in Burmese should be analyzed as an argument ellipsis proposed 
for Japanese by Saito (2007) and others, not as VP-ellipsis proposed for Chinese by 
Huang (1991). 
 
1.2  Sluicing  
Chinese has an elliptical interrogative sentence where only a wh-phrase is overtly 
pronounced, as shown in (16): 
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(16)  a.  Lisi  chuqu  yuehui; ta   mama   xiang zhidao (shi) zai  nali   /han 
              Lisi  go-out date    3sg mother  want  know  COP at   where  with  
              shei 
              who 
              ‘Lisi went out for a date; her mother wondered where/with whom.’ 
           b.  Lisi  mai  le    yiyang  dongxi  gei   mouren,  dan  wo  bu  zhidao 
              Lisi  buy  ASP one-CL thing    give s someone but  1SG not know  
              shi    shei/  shenme. 
              COP  who  what 
              ‘Lisi bought something for someone, but I don’t know who/what.’ 
(Adams and Tomioka (2012: 219)) 
 
This type of ellipsis corresponds to the ellipsis in the following sentences in English, 
which are called sluicing: 
 
(17)  a.  John bought something for his girlfriend, but he didn’t tell us what. 
           b.  If Mary went somewhere for lunch, and her husband must know where. 
(Adams and Tomioka (2012: 219)) 
 
In these sentences, the wh-phrases what and where correspond to the overt phrases 
something and somewhere respectively.   
Two types of approach have been proposed to sluicing in Chinese.  The one is to 
assume that like English, sluicing in Chinese is also derived by wh-movement and 
deletion.  For example, Wang and Wu (2006) claim that a wh-phrase undergoes focus-
movement to Spec of Focus Phrase (FocP), and then the TP including the trace of a moved 
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element is deleted.  This analysis gives (16a) the following structure where the portion 
affected by deletion is represented by strikethrough as shown in (18): 
 
(18)  Lisi chuqu yuehui; ta mama xiang zhidao [(shi) [FocP zai nali/han shei1 
            [TP Lisi chuqu yuehui t1]]] 
 
The other approach assumes that (16a) is an instance of the “pseudo-sluicing”, as 
illustrated in (19): 
 
(19)  Lisi chuqu yuehui; ta mama xiang zhidao [ pro (shi) zai nali/han shei] 
 
In (19), the sluiced clause has a phonologically silent pronominal subject pro followed 
by the copula shi and the wh-remnant.  The pro in the subject position takes Lisi chuqu 
yuehui ‘Lisi goes out date’ as the antecedent from the first conjunct, and the wh-remnants 
zai nali/han shei do not involve any movement.   
The movement and deletion analysis explains a similarity between Chinese and 
English: like English, sluicing in Chinese allows the idiom chunk interpretation, as shown 
in the following sentence: 
 
(20)  Speaker A:  Lisi  changchang [VP  chi [DP  mouren  de    cu]] 
                       Lisi  often            eat      someone GEN  vinegar 
                       ‘(lit.) Lisi is often jealous of who(m)?’ 
           Speaker B:  Dui,  dan wo  bu    zhidao  (shi)  [DP  shei  de    cu]  
                       Yeah, but 1SG NEG  know   SHI       who GEN  vinegar 
                       ‘Yeah, but I don’t know who.’                     
 13 
(Song and Yoshida (2017: 484)) 
 
Speaker A’s utterance involves the verb phrase chi mouren de cu, which is interpreted 
idiomatically as “jealous of someone”.  The same idiomatic interpretation can be seen 
in Speaker B’s elliptical sentence.  This sentence has the following structure under the 
movement and deletion approach: 
 
(21)  ....dan wo bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP shei de cu]1 Foc [TP Lisi changchang chi   
           t1]]] 
 
In (21), the object of verb shei de cu ‘who’s vinegar’ moves from the base-generated 
position to the Spec of FocP position, and then the TP is elided.  The deleted TP involves 
the verb phrase chi shei de cu ‘eat who’s vinegar’ which can be interpreted idiomatically 
as ‘be jealous of someone.’  Accordingly, the movement and deletion approach accounts 
for the idiomatic interpretation of speaker B’s utterance in (20).   
Furthermore, the movement and deletion approach to sluicing in Chinese also 
accounts for the following sentence: 
 
(22)  zheben  shu   Laowu  zhidao ta  zainali kanguo, er   naben  shu   Lisi  
           This    book  Laowu  know  he where  saw     and that    book  Lisi  
           ye   zhidao zainali.   
           also  know  where  
           Lit. ‘This book Laowu knows where he saw, and that book Lisi knows where 
           too.’ 
(Wang and Wu (2006:382)) 
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In (22), zheben shu ‘this book’ and naben shu ‘that book’ undergo topicalization so that 
they have the contrastive relation with each other.  And, the embedded clause in the 
second conjunct is sluiced with the wh-phrase zainalz as the remnant.  This sentence has 
the following structure under the movement and deletion analysis: 
 
(23)  ….er naben shuj Lisi ye zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP zainalik Foc [TP ta tk kaguo tj]]]. 
 
In (23), the object naben shu ‘that book’ within the embedded clause is topicalized into 
the matrix clause in the sluiced clause.  Moreover, the wh-remnant zainali ‘where’ 
undergoes the focus movement to the specifier of FocP.  And then, the TP which 
includes the trace of moved elements is deleted.  Thus, the movement and deletion 
approach can give (22) the appropriate structure. 
On the other hand, the pseudo-sluicing analysis can account for a difference in 
sluicing between Chinese and English: sluicing in Chinese allows the Left Branch 
Extraction without overt correlate as shown in (24): 
 
(24)  Zhangsan mai-le   che,  dan  wo bu  zhidao [CP pro (shi)  duo-xin(-de)] 
           Zhangsan buy-ASP car  but  I    not know          be   how-new-De 
           ‘(lit.) Zhangsan bought a car, but I don’t know how new it was.’ 
(Wei (2011:259)) 
 
The pseudo-sluicing analysis gives sentence (25) the following structure: 
 
(25)  ….dan wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo-xin(-de)] 
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In (25), the pro occurs in the subject position, and it takes the noun phrase che ‘a car’ as 
its antecedent from the first conjunct.  The wh-remnant duo-xin (de) ‘how new-De’ does 
not undergo any movements, and it does not violate the Left Branch Condition.  Wei 
(2011) claims that the counterpart in English sluicing is acceptable, as illustrated in (26): 
 
(26)  She bought a car, but I don’t know how big it is.  
(Merchant (2001:177)) 
 
In (26), there is no movement, but the expletive subject it in the second conjunct refers to 
a car as its antecedent in the first conjunct.  The wh-remnant how big moves to the CP 
in order to make a question form.  Thus, the pseudo-sluicing in English supports the 
pseudo-sluicing approach to sluicing in Chinese. 
The pseudo-sluicing analysis also explains the following sentence: 
 
(27)  Zhangsan mai-le   yi-liang JIU che,  dan wo bu  zhidao [[CP pro  (shi) 
           Zhangsan buy-Asp one-Cl  old car,  but I    not know            be  
           duo-DA]. 
           how-big 
           ‘(lit.) Zhangsan bought an old car, but I don’t know how big.’ 
(Wei (2011: 260)) 
 
The pseudo-sluicing analysis gives sentence (27) the following structure: 
 
(28)  ….dan wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo-DA]. 
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In (28), the pro in subject position takes the noun phrase yi-liang JIU che ‘an old car’ as 
its antecedent from the first conjunct.  Since the wh-phrase duo-DA ‘how-big’ is base-
generated, it does not violate the Left Branch Extraction condition.  Actually, English 
has the corresponding sentence to (28): 
 
(29)  She bought an OLD car, but I don’t know how BIG it is. 
 
In (29), the expletive subject it in the second conjunct refers to an OLD car as its 
antecedent in the first conjunct.  In this regard, sentence (29) can be interpreted as ‘but 
I don’t how BIG an OLD car is.’  Therefore, the pseudo-sluicing in English in (29) can 
be seen as one piece of supporting evidence for the pseudo-sluicing approach to sluicing 
in Chinese. 
Given these analyses of sluicing in Chinese, we might wonder whether we need to 
assume both of them, or we only have to adopt one of them in explaining sluicing in 
Chinese.  In this thesis, I will claim that these two approaches are necessary for 
analyzing sluicing in MC, and that sluicing in Chinese are structurally ambiguous and 
can have either a derivation involving wh-movement or a null pro-form.  I will provide 
an argument for this hybrid analysis by showing that a given sluicing in Chinese will be 
grammatical if there is at least one way of deriving it which satisfies all relevant 
conditions, whereas it will be ungrammatical if neither of the two derivations yields a 
convergent outcome. 
 
1.3  Verb Phrase Ellipsis 
It is well-known that Chinese has two types of VP ellipsis.  One is licensed by 
modals and auxiliaries, as shown in (30): 
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(30)  Ming hui  xihuan ni   gei  ta   de  liwu.  Han ye   hui        . 
           Ming will  like    you give him DE gift   Han also  will  like 
           ‘Ming will like the gift you gave to him; Han also will.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 289)) 
 
In this type of ellipsis, the auxiliary verb hui ‘will’ functions as a licensor of the elided 
VP xihuan ni gei ta de liwu ‘like the gift you gave to him.’  This type of “VP-ellipsis” is 
called the Aux construction.  Another type is licensed by a copular verb shi, as illustrated 
in (31): 
 
(31)  Ming hen  xihuan ni   gei  ta   de  liwu.  Han ye   shi        . 
           Ming very like    you give him DE gift   Han also  be 
           ‘Ming likes the gift you gave to him; Han also does.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 291)) 
 
In this ellipsis, the copular verb shi ‘be’ licenses the elided VP hen xihuan ni gei ta de 
liwu ‘likes the gift you gave to him very much’.  This type of “VP-ellipsis” is called the 
shi construction.  
Although these ellipsis constructions appear to involve deletion of a verbal phrase, 
they behave differently. The antecedent of the Aux construction can be interpreted from 
the discourse as illustrated in (32): 
 
(32)  You are throwing darts with friends and having a good time. Another friend 
           drops by, sees the fun; he/she may say: 
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           a.  wo ye   hui    . 
              I    also  can 
              ‘I can (throw darts), too.’ 
           b.  hoaxing   wo renshi  de  ren    dou  hui      . 
              apparently I    know  DE person all   can 
              ‘Apparently, all the people I know can.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 289)) 
 
In (32a, b) the elided VP can be interpreted as ‘throw darts’ from the discourse contents 
in (32).  However, unlike the Aux construction, the shi construction needs to have an 
explicit linguistic antecedent as shown in (33): 
 
(33)  The two cellists were playing classical music on the street.  The strangers  
           came by and saw everybody was enjoying the music very much. The      
           Stranger A and B wanted to join them, and they said: 
           a.  Women  ye   hui        . 
              we       also  can 
              Lit. ‘We can (play classical music), too.’ 
           b.  *Women ye   shi       . 
               we      also  be 
              Lit. ‘*We also be.’ 
           c.  Stranger A:  Wo ye   keyi  la-de     hen  hao 
                          I    also  can   play -DE very good 
                          Lit. ‘I also can play it very well.’ 
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              Stranger B:  Wo ye   shi         . 
                          I    also  be. 
                          Lit. ‘So this is the case with me (I can also play classical  
                          music very well).’ 
 
In (33a), the elided VP can be interpreted ‘as play classical music’ can be interpreted in 
the auxiliary construction.  However, the shi construction in (33b) requires an explicit 
antecedent, so it is impossible to recover the meaning of the elided structure from the 
discourse directly.  The dialogue in (33c) shows that the shi construction in the utterance 
of Stranger B takes the explicit antecedent in the utterance of Stranger A.  Thus, the shi 
construction needs an explicit linguistic antecedent.  
Moreover, the shi construction contrasts with the Aux construction when it comes 
to locality conditions. The Aux construction is allowed in an embedded clause, whereas 
the shi construction is not, as demonstrated in (34) and (35): 
 
(34)  a.  Zhangsan xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo ye   xiwang  Lisi  
              Zhangsan hope    Lisi  will like    music   I    also  hope    Lisi  
              hui      . 
              will  like 
              ‘Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi will.’ 
           b.  Zhangsan bu  xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo xiwang  Lisi   
              Zhangsan not hope    Lisi  will  like   music    I   hope    Lisi   
              hui        . 
              will  like 
              ‘Zhangsan does not hope that Lisi will like music; I hope that Lisi will.’ 
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(Li and Wei (2014: 293)) 
 
In (34), the ellipsis of the VP xihuan yinyur ‘like music’ is permitted in the embedded 
clause.  On the other hand, the shi construction is not allowed in the embedded clause 
as shown in (35):  
 
(35)  a.  *Zhangsan  xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo ye   xiwang  Lisi 
              Zhangsan hope    Lisi  will like    music    I   also  hope    Lisi  
              (ye)  shi. 
              Also be 
              ‘*Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi is.’ 
       cf.  b.  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; Wangwu ye   shi. 
              Lisi  will  like   music   Wangwu also  be 
              ‘Lisi will like music; so is the case with Wangwu (Wangwu also will like 
              music).’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 293)) 
 
In (35a), the ellipsis of the VP xihuan yinyur ‘like music’ is not permitted in the embedded 
hope clause.  This contrasts with (35b), where the elided VP appears in the unembedded 
clause.   
Finally, the shi construction also behaves differently from the Aux construction 





(36)  ta   bu  hui lai,  wo ye   bu  hui         
           He  not will come I   also  not will  come 
           ‘He will not come; I will not, either.’ 
(37)  *ta   bu  hui  lai,   wo ye   bu  shi          
            He  not will  come I    also  not be  come 
           ‘He will not come; it is not so with me either (neither will I).’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 294)) 
 
In the Aux construction of (36), the negative bu can appear before the auxiliary hui. 
However, in the shi construction of (37), the negative bu cannot precede shi. 
I will try to account for these differences between the two constructions by 
proposing that the Aux construction actually instantiates VP ellipsis, whereas the shi 
construction involves the remnant movement from deleted TP under the assumption that 
shi occupies the head of Focus phrase proposed by Rizzi (1997), as illustrated in (38): 
 
(38)               FocP                   
                     3               
                 subj          Foc’  
                Wo         3 
                I         Foc         TP 
                        shi       3 
                       be     subj         T 
                              t         3 
                                      T         NegP                 
                                             3               
                                          Neg       ModP 
                                        bu         3 
                                      not     Mod           VP 
                                            neng         3 
                                           can         V         
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The proposed analysis will provide a unified account for differences between these two 
elliptical constructions. 
 
1.4  Organization of the Thesis 
The organization of the thesis is as follows: in chapter 2, after reviewing Li’s (2014) 
analysis of null arguments in Chinese, I will propose an alternative analysis on the 
subject/object asymmetry of null arguments in Chinese.  I will claim that null objects 
are the so-called “argument ellipsis,” whereas null subjects are not empty pronouns but 
traces of empty operators (Browning (1987), Hou and Kitagawa (1987)).  The proposed 
analysis attributes the restricted property of null subjects to constraints on movement of 
empty operators to specifier of CP.  I will claim that the EPP effect of a tense constituent 
T plays a crucial role in explaining availability of strict and sloppy readings in null 
argument positions in Chinese.  
In the appendix of chapter 2, I will point out some differences in null arguments 
between Chinese and Burmese.  I will argue that Huang’s (1991) VP-ellipsis analysis of 
null objects in Chinese cannot be extended to account for those in Burmese.  I will show 
that null objects and subjects in Burmese are similar to those in Japanese in terms of 
sloppy and quantificational interpretations, and then claim that null arguments in Burmese 
should be analyzed as an argument ellipsis that is proposed for Japanese by Saito (2007) 
and others. 
In chapter 3, I will claim that we need to posit two distinct types of derivation for 
sluicing in Chinese: one is a wh-movement and deletion analysis proposed by Wang and 
Wu (2006) and the other is a null pro-form analysis proposed by Wei (2011).  I will argue 
that a given sluicing in Chinese will be grammatical if there is at least one way of deriving 
it which satisfies all relevant conditions, whereas it will be ungrammatical if neither of 
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the two derivations yield a convergent outcome.  
In chapter 4, I will offer an analysis of two types of ellipsis phenomenon that are 
called the Aux construction and the shi construction in Chinese.  Although these two 
ellipsis constructions appear to involve deletion of a verbal phrase, I will propose that the 
Aux construction actually instantiate VP ellipsis, whereas the shi construction results 
from deletion of TP and a movement of a remnant to Spec of Focus Phrase.  I will argue 
that the proposed analysis provides a unified account for differences between these two 
elliptical constructions. 






Null Arguments in Chinese 
 
2.1  Introduction 
Chinese has null subjects and objects, but the interpretation of null subjects is more 
restricted than that of null objects, as shown in (1): 
 
(1)  zhe-ge  laoshii  hen  hao, wo mei kandao-guo [[ ej  bu  xihuan ei de] 
this-CL teacher  very good  I   not see-EXP         not like      DE  
          xueshengj] 
          student 
          a. ‘This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who e1 do not like  
            (him2).’ 
          b. ‘*This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who (he2) does not  
            like e1.’ 
(Li (2014:46)) 
 
Sentence (1) shows that the empty object of the symmetric verb xihuan ‘like’, not the 
empty subject, can be coindexed with the topic phrase zhe-ge laoshi ‘this teacher’ across 
island boundaries and across the subject of the higher clause. 





(2)  a.  Zhangsan bu  xihuan guanyu  ziji de  yaoyan. 
             Zhangsan not like    about   self  of rumor 
             ‘Zhangsan does not like rumors about himself.’ 
          b.  Lisi ye   bu  xihuan  e.                           (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
             Lisi also not like 
             ‘lit. Lisi does not like e, either.’ 
(Otani and Whitman (1991: 346)) 
 
In (2b), the null object has both the strict reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about 
Zhangsan, either’ and the sloppy reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about himself, either.’ 
However, in (3b), the null subject in the embedded clause can only yield the strict reading 
‘Lisi said that Zhangsan’s child liked Xiaoli,’ but not the sloppy reading ‘Lisi said that 
Lisi’s child liked Xiaoli.’ 
 
(3)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ziji  de  haizi  xihuan Xiaohong. 
             Zhangsan say   self  of  child  like    Xiaohong 
             ‘Zhangsan said his child liked Xiaohong.’ 
          b.  Lisi shuo   e   xihuan  Xiaoli                       (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
             Lisi say        like     Xiaoli.’ 
             ‘Lisi said e liked Xiaoli.’ 
(Takahashi (2007: 6)) 
 
These asymmetries between null subjects and objects in MC have been attracting 
linguists and given various analyses.  For example, Li (2014) tries to account for the 
subject-object asymmetry by assuming that in Chinese, null objects are the so-called 
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“argument ellipsis,” whereas null subjects are empty pronouns whose interpretation is 
constrained by the Generalized Control Rule (henceforth, GCR).  Takahashi (2014) tries 
to account for the asymmetry in terms of the Anti-Agreement Hypothesis put forth by 
Saito (2007), and Sato (2018b) attempts to derive the subject-object asymmetry from the 
definiteness restriction on subjects.  In this chapter, after pointing out some problems 
with these previous analyses, I will provide an alternative analysis of why null subjects 
behave differently from null objects in Chinese.  I will propose that null subjects are not 
empty pronouns but traces of empty operators.  The proposed analysis attributes the 
restricted property of null subjects to constrain on movement of empty operators to the 
specifier of CP.   
The organization of this chapter is as follows.  In section 2.2, I will demonstrate 
that although Chinese allows arguments to be missing, the interpretive possibilities for 
empty subjects and empty objects differ systematically.  In section 2.3, I will critically 
review three previous analyses of null arguments proposed by Li (2014), Takahashi 
(2014) and Sato (2018b) and then point out some problems with their analyses.  In 
section 2.4, I will propose an alternative analysis on the subject-object asymmetry of null 
arguments in MC.  Section 2.5 is a conclusion.   
 
2.2  Subjects and Objects Asymmetry in Chinese 
In this section, I will review the asymmetric phenomenon on null arguments in 






(4)  zhe-ge  laoshii  hen  hao, wo mei kandao-guo [[ ej bu  xihuan  ei  de]  
          this-CL teacher  very good  I   not see-EXP      not like          DE  
          xueshengj] 
          student 
          a.  ‘This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who e1 do not like  
              (him2).’ 
          b.  ‘*This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who (he2) does not  
             like e1.’ 
(Li (2014: 46)) 
 
In (4), the null arguments occur in the relative clause.  The null object of the verb xihuan 
‘like’ can be coindexed with the topic zhe-ge laoshi ‘this teacher’ introduced from the 
previous sentence.  On the other hand, the null subject of the verb xihuan ‘like’ must 
have the closest nominal xuesheng ‘students’ as its antecedent.   
The same asymmetry can be seen in null arguments in adverbial clauses.  Let us 
consider the following sentence where the empty object occurs in the adverbial clause 
modifying the embedded clause: 
 
(5)  wo faxian    xiaotou1 [yinwei jingcha    zhao-bu-dao  [e2  yuanyi 
          I    discover  thief     because policeman seek-not-find     willing 
          kanguan  e1/e3 de]]  ren2    deyidi   zou  le. 
          supervise      DE  person proudly leave LE 
          ‘I discover that the thief1 left proudly because the policemen were not able to 
          find people who were willing to supervise (him1/3).’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
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The null object is more flexible in terms of selecting its antecedent.  It can be coindexed 
with either the matrix subject xiaotou ‘thief’ or the topic from discourse.  In contrast, an 
interpretation of an empty subject in an adverbial clause is more restricted, as illustrated 
in (6): 
 
(6)   a.  Li xiaojie1  hen  xihuan Zhangsan ba? Ni  yinggai hen  gaoxing! 
             Li Miss     very like    Zhangsan BA you should  very happy 
             ‘Miss Li really likes Zhangsan, right? You should very happy!’ 
           b.  shishishang, we  yinwei [*(Li  xiaojie)1 bu  xihuan Zhangsan] you   
             actually     I    because   Li Miss     not like    Zhangsan have  
             diar   shiwang 
             slight disappointment 
             ‘In fact, I am somewhat disappointed because *(Miss Li) does not like  
             Zhangsan.’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
The subject of the adverbial clause in (6b), whose antecedent is Li xiaojie ‘Miss Li’ in the 
previous sentence in (6a), cannot be elided.  The contrast between (5) and (6) shows that 
an interpretation of an empty subject is not so free as that of an empty object. 
Null subjects and objects also behave differently as regard to strict and sloppy 






(7)  a.  Zhangsani [yinwei  wo jiao-guo    taide erzi]  hen  gaoxing;  
              Zhangsan  because I    teach-ASP  his   son   very happy 
           b.  Lisij [yinwei  wo mei  jiao-guo   (taide erzi)]  hen  bu  gaoxing. 
              Lisi  because I    not  teach-ASP  his   son    very not happy 
              ‘Zhangsani is happy because I have taught hisi son; Lisij is not happy  
              because I have not taught [hisj son].’               (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
(Li (2014: 48)) 
 
In (7b), the object of the adverbial clause can be elided and then allows both the strict 
reading ‘Lisi is not happy because I have not taught Zhangsan’s son,’ and the sloppy 
reading ‘Lisi is not happy because I have not taught Lisi’s son.’  On the other hand, null 
subjects yield neither strict nor sloppy interpretations: 
 
(8)  a.  Zhangsani [yinwei zijii de/taide erzi  jiao-guo   shuxue] hen  gaoxing; 
             Zhangsan  because self’s/his    son  teach-ASP  math   very happy 
          b.  Lisij [yinwei [ej]  jiao-guo    yuyanxue]  hen  deyi.          
             Lisi  because      teach-ASP  linguistics  very proud 
             ‘Zhangsani is happy because self’si/hisi son has taught math; Lisij is proud 
             because ej/*I  has taught linguistic.’           (*strict/*sloppy/GCR-Lisi) 
(Li (2014: 48)) 
 
In (8b), the empty subject of the adverbial clause must be coindexed with the closest 
subject Lisi.  It allows neither the strict interpretation ‘Lisi is proud because Zhangsan’s 
son has taught linguistic’ nor the sloppy interpretation ‘Lisi is proud because Lisi’s son  
has taught linguistic.’ 
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Thus far, I have overviewed the differences between null subjects and null objects 
concerning interpretations in Chinese.  Null subjects can only be coindexed with the 
closest subjects in higher clause as their antecedent.  In contrast, null objects can be 
across the island boundaries to have subjects in matrix clauses as their antecedents. In the 
next section, I will review the previous analyses of the asymmetry proposed by Li (2014), 
Takahashi (2014), and Sato (2018b) and point out some problems with their analyses. 
 
2.3  The Previous Studies and their Problems 
In this section, I will review the studies of Li (2014), Takahashi (2014), and Sato 
(2018b) on null arguments in Chinese, and then point out their problems. 
 
2.3.1  Li’s (2014) Analysis and its Problems 
First of all, let us see how Li (2014) explains the subject-object asymmetry 
overviewed in the previous section.  She derives the asymmetry from the two conflicting 
requirements on empty pronouns: the Generalized Control Rule (GCR) and Binding 
Principle B.  When an empty pronoun occurs in the subject position, the GCR requires 
that an empty pronoun be identified by the subject of a higher clause because the higher 
subject is the first possible antecedent for the empty subject (Huang (1982)).  At the 








(9)  [TP ta  shuo [CP wo2  yinwei [TP  e2  bu  xihuan Zhangsan]  you  diar   
             he say     I     because       not like    Zhangsan  have slight 
          bu-hao-yisi. 
          embarrassed 
          ‘He said I was somewhat embarrassed because e did not like Zhangsan.’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
In (9), according to the GCR, the null subject in the embedded clause is identified by the 
closest nominal that is the subject of the next higher clause.  At the same time, the null 
subject is free within the adverbial clause.  Thus, the empty pronoun in the subject is 
possible.  
On the other hand, an empty pronoun in the object must satisfy the two conflicting 
requirements: the GCR demands that it has to be bound by the subject of the same clause, 
but Binding Principle B requires that it has to be free from the subject of the same clause. 
Accordingly, an empty pronoun cannot occur in the object position.  Li suggests that 
when an empty pronoun cannot appear as an object of a verb, the object position is 
occupied by what she calls the true empty element that does not contain any features such 
as [+pronominal], [+anaphoric] or person, number, gender.  She assumes that the 
contents of the true empty element is given by LF-copying of the materials from the 
context. 
Li argues that her analysis accounts for the subject-object asymmetry of null 
arguments in Chinese overviewed in the previous section.  Let us consider sentence (1), 




(10)  zhe-ge  laoshii  hen  hao, wo mei  kandao-guo [[ ej bu  xihuan ei de] 
this-CL teacher  very good  I   not  see-EXP        not like      DE 
           xueshengj] 
           student 
           a.  ‘This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who e1 do not like 
              (him2).’ 
           b.  ‘*This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who (he2) does not  
like e1.’ 
(Li (2014: 46)) 
 
According to Li’s analysis, the null subject is the empty pronoun that is subject to the 
GCR.  Then, the null subject is identified by the closest nominal so that it cannot take 
the subject of the previous sentence as its antecedent, as illustrated in (10b).  On the 
other hand, the null object is the true empty element without any features.  The contents 
of the null object are filled by LF-copying of materials from the context.  Hence, the 
null object can take the subject of the previous sentence as its antecedent, as shown in 
(10a). 
Li also tries to derive strict and sloppy interpretations from her analysis.  Let us 








(11)  a.  Zhangsani [yinwei zijii de/taide  erzi  jiao-guo    shuxue]  hen   
              Zhangsan  because self’s/his     son  teach-ASP  math     very 
              gaoxing; 
              happy 
           b.  Lisij [yinwei  [ej]  jiao-guo    yuyanxue]  hen  deyi. 
              Lisi   because      teach-ASP  linguistics  very proud 
             ‘Zhangsani is happy because self’si/hisi son has taught math; Lisij is  
             proud because ej/*i has taught linguistic.’     (*strict/*sloppy/GCR-Lisi) 
(Li (2014: 48)) 
 
Under Li’s analysis, the empty subject of the adverbial clause is the empty pronoun.  
Then, it obeys the GCR so that it is identified by the closest subject of the higher clause.  
Accordingly, (11b) does not allow the strict interpretation ‘Lisi is proud because 
Zhangsan’s son has taught linguistic’ or the sloppy interpretation ‘Lisi is proud because 
Lisi’s son has taught linguistic.’  In contrast, null objects yield strict and sloppy 
interpretations. Let us look at sentences (7), repeated here as (12): 
 
(12)  a.  Zhangsani [yinwei wo  jiao-guo    taide erzi]  hen  gaoxing; 
              Zhangsan because I    teach-ASP  his   son   very happy 
           b.  Lisij [yinwei wo mei  jiao-guo   (tai/jde erzi)] hen  bu  gaoxing. 
              Lisi  because  I   not  teach-ASP  his   son   very not happy 
              ‘Zhangsani is happy because I have taught hisi son; Lisij is not happy 
              because I have not taught [hisj son].’                (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
(Li (2014: 48)) 
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Li claims that the null object is the true empty element whose contents are given through 
LF-copying of ‘his son’ in the previous sentence.  Hence, (12b) yields both the strict 
reading ‘Lisi is not happy because I have not taught Zhangsan’s son,’ and the sloppy 
reading ‘Lisi is not happy because I have not taught Lisi’s son.’ 
Thus far, I have overviewed Li’s analysis.  Now, I turn to point out some problems 
with her analysis.  Li argues that the null subject must obey the GCR, and hence it can 
only be coindexed with the closest nominal in the higher clause.  However, her analysis 
cannot account for the interpretation of the following sentence: 
 
(13)  Lisii zai  guonei-de     gangqin bisai        shang  de-le    diyi,  
           Lisi  in   nation al-GEN piano   competition on     aim-LE champion 
           Zhangsanj  shuo  danshi   zai  guoji         shang   ei/*j  bu  keneng 
           Zhangsan  say   however in   international  on           not can   
           hui  de   diyi  
           will  aim  champion 
           Lit. ‘Lisi won the champion in the national piano competition; however, 
           Zhangsan said that (Lisi) cannot become the champion in the international 
           level.’   
 
In (13), the empty subject in the embedded clause of the second sentence can take the 
subject of the first sentence Lisi as its antecedent, skipping the closest subject in the higher 
clause of the same sentence.  




(14)  Zhangsan:  ni    zhidao [wo-de     yaoshi]i zai  nali    ma？ 
                      You  know   my-GEN  key     in   where  Q 
                      ‘Do you know where my key is?’ 
           Lisi:       Wo  zhidao.    
                      I    know 
                      ‘I know.’ 
           Zhangsan:  qing   ni    gaosu  wo [CP [TP  ei    zai  nali]] 
                      Please you  tell    me            in   where. 
                      ‘Please tell me where (my key) is.’ 
           Lisi:       [ ei ] zai  ni-de      zhuozi shang 
                           in   you-GEN table   on 
                      ‘Lit. e is on your table.’ 
 
In (14), the null subjects both in Zhangsan’s utterance and in Lisi’s can be interpreted as  
the topic wo-de yaoshi ‘my key’ without any difficulties.  The GCR prevents the empty 
subjects from taking the topic element introduced into the discourse by the different 
sentence. 
Moreover, Li’s analysis cannot explain the interpretation of the following sentence: 
 
(15)  a.  Zhangsani  juede [taide lunwen]     hui bei  jieshou; 
              Zhangsan  think   his   dissertation  will-BEI accept 
              ‘Zhangsan thinks that his dissertation will be accepted.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   juede [ e ]  hui bei  jieshou.             (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi  also  think       will BEI  accept 
              ‘Lit. Lisi thinks that [e] will be accepted, too.’ 
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(cf. Oku (1998: 166)) 
 
In violation of the GCR, the null subject in the embedded clause in (15b) takes the subject 
of the embedded clause in (15a) to yield the strict reading ‘Lisi thinks that Zhangsan’s 
dissertation will be accepted, too.’  Thus, the sentences from (13) to (15) pose a serious 
problem to Li’s analysis based upon the GCR. 
 
2.3.2  Takahashi’s (2014) Analysis and its Problems 
Let us turn to Takahashi (2014), who attempts to explain the subject-object 
asymmetry in Chinese by adopting Saito’s (2007) analysis of argument ellipsis.  
Assuming Chomsky’s (2000) theory of agreement, Saito analyzes argument ellipsis in 
terms of the Anti-Agreement Hypothesis in (16a) and the LF-copying operation in (16b): 
 
(16)  a.  Anti-Agreement Hypothesis  
              Ellipsis cannot target arguments that agree with a functional head such  
              as T and v. 
           b.  LF-Copying  
              The elided arguments do not exist in the underlying structure, so the  
              discourse antecedent can be copied into the empty slot through the  
              LF-Copying operation. 
 
The functional head F (T/v) carries the uninterpretable φ features, whereas the DP has the 




(17)  a.  ... F1{φ} ... DP1{φ, Case} ... 
           b.  ... F1{φ} ... DP1{φ, Case} ...  
 
In order to agree with functional heads T and v, the DP has to have unchecked case 
features. Once they are agreed, the φ features in the functional head and the case feature 
in the DP are erased as shown in (17b).  Saito also assumes that the subject and object 
in English agree with the functional heads T and v, respectively.  Uninterpretable Case 
features on a DP are deleted through φ feature Agreement between T with φ and the DP 
with φ.  After the feature valuation, the DP’s case feature is no longer available to check 
with other heads.  When the antecedent DP is copied into the empty slot, there is no 
extra case feature remaining to be valuated with the uninterpretable φ feature, so it causes 
the derivation to crash.  Therefore, the subject and the object cannot be elided in English, 
as schematized in (18). 
 
(18)  *... F1{φ} ... DP1{φ, Case} ...        ... F2{φ} ... DP{φ, Case}... 
                                                          LF-copying 
 
Given these assumptions, let us consider the following sentences: 
 
(19)  a.  John brought [DP his friend]. 
           b.  *But Bill did not bring        .  
(Saito (2007: 14)) 
  
In (19a), his friend in the antecedent clause has to be copied into the elliptical slot in (19b). 
Since the uninterpretable case feature of the DP his friend has already been valuated with 
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its head v in (19a), it is no longer available to agree with the φ features which remain in 
v in (19b).  Then, the derivation crashes and hence the arguments in English cannot be 
elided. 
On the other hand, the Japanese object can be elided, as shown in (20): 
 
(20)  a.  Taroo-wa  [DP zibun-no  tomotati-o]   turete kita 
              -TOP      self-GEN  friend-ACC  brought 
          ‘Taroo brought his friend’ 
       b.  Demo  Hanako-wa            turete-konakatta 
          but           -TOP          brough-not 
          ‘But Hanako did not bring her friend’         
 (Saito (2007: 14))  
 
This is because a functional head F (T/v) in Japanese does not carry any uninterpretable 
φ features (Kuroda (1988)): when we copy the antecedent zibun-no tomotati-o ‘self friend’ 
in (20a) into empty slot in (20b), there is no uninterpretable φ feature at head v in elliptical 
site to agree with.  Then, the antecedent zibun-no tomotati-o ‘self friend’ can be copied 
into the empty object without crashing, as schematized in (21): 
 
(21)  ... F1 ... DP1 ...                 ... F2 ... DP... 
                                             LF-copying 
 
Thus, Saito provides an account of the fact that Japanese allows empty objects, whereas 
English does not. 
On the basis of Saito’s analysis of argument ellipsis, Takahashi (2014) tries to 
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account for the subject-object asymmetry in Chinese, assuming that subjects in this 
language undergo Agreement with T while objects do not.  Takahashi assumes that the 
functional head v does not carry φ features, so that the antecedent guanyu ziji de yaoyan 
‘rumors about himself’ can be copied into the empty slot through LF-Copying operation 
in (22b).  Then, the sloppy reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about himself’ can be 
obtained.  
 
(22)  a.  Zhangsan bu  xihuan guanyu  ziji  de  yaoyan. 
              Zhangsan not like    about   self  of  rumor 
              ‘Zhangsan does not like rumors about himself.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   bu  xihuan  e.                        (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
              Lisi  also  not like 
              ‘lit. Lisi does not like e, either.’  
 (Otani and Whitman (1991: 346)) 
 
On the other hand, in (23), the subjects agree with the functional heads T in Chinese.  
When the antecedent ziji de haizi ‘self of child’ in (23a) is copied into the empty slot in 
(23b), its case feature is valuated.  Therefore, it causes the sentence to crash, which 
disallows the sloppy reading ‘Lisi said that Lisi’s child liked Xiaoli’.  
 
(23)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ziji de  haizi  xihuan Xiaohong. 
              Zhangsan say   self of  child  like    Xiaohong 
              ‘Zhangsan said his child liked Xiaohong.’ 
           b.  Lisi shuo   e   xihuan  Xiaoli                    (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi say        like     Xiaoli 
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              ‘lit. Lisi said e liked Xiali.’ 
 (Takahashi (2007: 6)) 
 
Although the assumption of the subject-T agreement correctly predicts the subject-
object asymmetry in Chinese, there is no overt morphological evidence that the subject 
and T undergo Agree in Chinese, because T bears no morphological Agreement marker.  
However, Takahashi argues that Miyagawa’s movement theory of anaphora provides a 
piece of evidence for that assumption. This theory assumes that the reflexive ziji ‘self’ 
undergoes the head movement to T in the covert component in order to receive personal 
value from the subject in the specifier of TP.  If the subject in an embedded clause has 
the same φ features as the one in a matrix clause has, then the reflexive ziji ‘self’ moves 
up to be valuated as the third person singular, as shown in the tree diagram below: 
 
(24)        TP 
         3      
     subject        T’     
     3SgPr     3    
            [φ]          VP 
           ziji      3   
                             CP               
                          3      
                                    C’ 
                                3      
                                         TP 
                                     3      
                               subject          T’          
                              3SgPr        3  
                                        [φ]          VP 
                                         t j       3  
                                                          NP 
                                                           tj 
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In (24), the reflexive ziji ‘self’ moves to the head T in the embedded clause where it 
receives the third person singular value.  From there it can move up to the higher T in 
the matrix clause to receive the same third person value as in the lower clause.  This 
kind of movement is allowed in (25) so that the reflexive ziji can take both ‘Zangsan’ and 
‘Lisi’ as its antecedent: 
 
(25)  Zhangsani  zhidao [Lisij  dui zijii/j mei  xinxin]. 
       Zhangsan  know   Lisi  to   self  no   confidence 
       ‘Lit. Zhangsan knows that Lisi has no confidence in self.’ 
(Miyagawa (2010: 49)) 
 
On the other hand, the long head movement is not allowed in the following sentence 
where the matrix subject and the embedded one differ in φ features: 
 
(26)  Zhangsani  juede [{woj/nij} dui   ziji*i/j mei  xinxin]. 
           Zhangsan  think    I/you    have  self   no   confidence 
           ‘Zhangsani feels that {woj/nij} have no confidence in self*i/j.’ 
(Miyagawa (2010: 50)) 
 
In (26), the reflexive ziji only moves to the head T in the embedded clause, and receives 
the value.  Due to the failure of agreement in values of personal features, the long 
distance binding of reflexive ziji ‘self’ is blocked so that the reflexive ziji takes only the 
embedded subject as its antecedent. Given this blocking effect, Takahashi argues that 
Chinese has φ feature agreement between subjects and its head T. 
Thus, Takahashi’s argument for the φ feature agreement in Chinese is based upon 
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the blocking effect on the reflexive anaphor ziji.  However, Sato’s (2014, 2018 b) 
provides three pieces of empirical evidence against the φ feature agreement in Chinese 
(also see Huang and Tang (1991), Xue et al. (1994), and Huang and Liu (2001)).  The 
first argument concerns the island-insensitivity of the anaphoric relation.  Let us 
consider the wh-question word why and the A-not-A questions in the island in Chinese.  
If the wh-question word why is placed within an adjunct clause or a relative clause, the 
output is ill-formed because of violating island conditions, as illustrated in (27):  
 
(27)  Locality effects with the LF-movement of phrases 
           a.  *[CP Suiran  Lisi weishenme  mei   lai,   ni   haishi  bu    shenqi? 
                  Though Lisi why        NEG  come you still    NEG  angry 
              ‘*Though Lisi didn’t come why, you weren’t angry?’  
           b.  *Ni  zui  xihuan [NP [CP ta  weishenme  mai  de]    shu]? 
               you most  like         he why        buy  MOD  book 
              ‘*You like the book that he bought why?’ 
(Huang and Tang (1991:271) 
 
Moreover, if the A-not-A question is put into an adjunct clause and a relative clause, the 
output is ungrammatical due to violating island conditions, as shown in (28):  
 
(28)  Locality effects with the LF-moment of head 
           a.  *[CP  ruguo ta  lai-bu-lai],         ni   jiu   hui  shenqi? 
                   if     he come-NEG-come  you then will  angry 
              ‘*If ta comes or not, then you will be angry?’ 
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           b.  *Ni  zui  xihuan [NP [CP  ta  mai-bu-mai    de]    shu]? 
               you most  like         he  buy-NEG-buy MOD  book 
              ‘*You like the books that he will buy or will not buy?’    
(Huang and Tang (1991:271) 
 
On the other hand, the reflexive ziji can refer to the matrix clause subject even though it 
is embedded within an adjunct island: 
 
(29)  No locality effect with the long-distance construal of ziji ‘self’ 
           Zhangsani shuo [CP ruguo Lisi  piping  zijii],  ta  jui   bu    qu. 
           Zhangsan say     if     Lisi  criticize self   he then NEG  go 
           ‘Zhangsani says that if Lisi criticized selfi, then he won’t go.’ 
(Huang and Tang (1991:271)) 
 
In the same manner, although the reflexive ziji is included in a relative clause, it still can 
co-indexed with the matrix clause subject Zhangsan: 
 
(30)  No locality effect with the long-distance construal of ziji ‘self’ 
           Zhangsani  bu    xihuan [NP [CP neixie  piping  zijii  de]    ren]. 
           Zhangsan  NEG  like          those  criticize self  MOD  person 
           ‘Zhangsani does not like those people who criticize selfi.’ 
(Huang and Tang (1991:271)) 
 
(29) and (30) suggest that the anaphora ziji should not move to the head whose specifier 
is occupied by its antecedent. 
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Second, the blocking effect is induced not only by subjects but also by objects that 
are not assumed to Agree with a functional head: 
 
(31)  Blocking effect triggered by first-person direct object 
           Zhangsani  gaosu  woj  Lisik  hen  ziji*i/*j/k 
           Zhangsan  tell    me  Lisi   hate self 
           ‘Zhangsani told mej Lisik hated self*i/*j/k.’         
(Xue et al. (1994: 436)) 
(32)  Blocking effect triggered by second-person direct object 
           Woi  zhidao Zhangsanj  gaosu  nik   Lisil hen  ziji*i/*j/*k/l 
           I     know  Zhangsan  tell    you  Lisi  hate self 
           ‘Ii know Zhangsan tells youk Lisil hate self*i/*j/*k/l.’ 
(Xue et al. (1994: 437)) 
 
In (33) and (34), blocking effects are induced by the oblique objects wo ‘me’ and ni ‘you’. 
 
(33)  Blocking effect triggered by first-person object of preposition 
           Zhangsani dui woj shuo Lisik chang  piping ziji*i/*j/k 
           Zhangsan to   me say  Lisi  often   critize  self 
           ‘Lit. Zhangsani said to mej that Lisik often criticized self*i/*j/k.’ 
(34)  Blocking effect triggered by second-person object of preposition 
           Zhangsani cong  nij  nar   ting  shuo Lisik chang  piping  ziji*i/*j/k 
           Zhangsan from  you there  hear say  Lisi  often   criticize self 
           ‘Zhangsani heard from you that Lisik often criticized self*i/*j/k.’   
(Xue et al. (1994: 437)) 
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In the perspective of agreement, the objects differ from the subjects.  If there is no φ 
agreement between the functional head v and the object, the blocking effect should not 
occur in the object positions in the first place.  
Third, the blocking effect on the reflexive anaphor ziji depends on its grammatical 
function.  In (35a), when ziji ‘self’ is placed in the subject position in the embedded 
clause, the blocking effect does not occur.  However, in (35b), when ziji ‘self’ is in the 
object position, the blocking effect occurs. 
 
(35)  (a)  [TPZhangsani dui wo  shuo [TP zijii  piping-le    Lisi]] 
                  Zhangsan to   me  say     self  critize -ASP Lisi 
               ‘Lit. Zhangsani said to me that hei criticized Lisi.’ 
           (b)  ??[TPZhangsani dui wo shuo  [TPLisi  piping-le    zijii]] 
                   Zhangsan  to   me say      Lisi  critize -ASP self 
               ‘Lit. Zhangsani said to me that Lisi often criticized himi.’ 
(Li (2014: 52)) 
 
Dividing the interpretation of ziji ‘self’ into syntactic anaphor and Logophoric anaphor, 
Li (2014) claims that the blocking effects are triggered by the latter but not by the former.  
Thus, Sato concludes that Takahashi’s argument for the φ feature agreement in 
Chinese, which is based upon the blocking effect on the reflexive anaphor ziji, is not 
convincing. 
 
2.3.3  Sato’s (2018 b) Analysis and its Problems 
Finally, let us consider Sato’s (2018b) analysis of the subject-object asymmetry in 
Chinese.  His analysis crucially relies on Saito’s (2015) theory of argument ellipsis, as 
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illustrated in (36): 
 
(36)  a.  The question word ‘who’ (covertly) moves to Spec CP to form an     
    operator-variable structure. 
            b.  LF-copying analysis of argument ellipsis 
               Copy an LF-object in the antecedent sentence and insert it into the empty 
               slot of the LF for the elliptical sentence. 
 
(36) provides an account of unavailability of argument ellipsis targeting question words 
like dare ‘who’ in Japanese, as shown in (37): 
 
(37)  (a)  [CP[TP Dare-ga     Haiderabaad-e  itta]   ka] sitte-imasu-ka. 
                     Who-NOM  Hyderabad-to   went  Q   know-POL-Q 
                ‘Do you know who went to Hyderabad?’ 
           (b)  IIe. *Demo  [CP[TP e   Siena-e  itta]   ka] nara sitte-imasu. 
               No  but              Siena-to  went  Q   if    know-POL 
               ‘NO. But I know the answer if the question is who went to Siena.’ 
(Saito (2015:24)) 
 
The antecedent sentence in (37a) has the LF structure in (38a), where the question word 
who is decomposed into the operator and the variable portions, [for which x: x a person] 
and x, respectively.  The LF-Copy operation can in principle apply to either of these LF 
objects.  However, whichever the LF Copy operation applies to, the result will be an 
illegitimate LF representation; if the operator [for which x: x a person] were copied and 
inserted to the null argument position as in (38b), it could not take scope from there; if 
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the variable x was copied as in (38c), the variable would be left free variable since there 
is no relevant operator to bind it. 
 
(38)  (a)  [for which x:x a person], x went to Hyderabad 
           (b)  [for which x:x a person] went to Siena 
           (c)  x went to Siena 
(Saito (2015:29)) 
 
One may be tempted to copy and insert the operator and variable into the A-bar 
position and the A-position respectively, in the ellipsis sentence, which would lead to an 
LF such as in (39): 
 
(39)  [for which x: x a person], x went to Siena 
 
However, this operation will be excluded by assuming with Oku (1998) that argument 
ellipsis, hence the LF-Copying, can only target A-positions. 
In addition to the LF-copying analysis of argument ellipsis in (36), Sato assumes 
that subjects undergo topicalization in Chinese.  He bases this assumption upon the 
definiteness restriction (Chao 1968; Li & Thompson 1976; Huang 1987 and others) on 
subjects.  Chinese does not allow indefinite subjects as shown in (40a) unless they are 






(40)  (a)  {*Yi-ge/  *yixie/ *ji-ge}     ren    zai  yuenzi-li   zuozhe. 
                 one-CL/some/several-CLF person at   yard-LOC  sit.CONT 
                ‘A man/some men/several men is/are sitting in the yard.’ 
           (b)  You  {yi-ge/    yixie/ji-ge }       ren    zai  yuenzi-li  zuozhe. 
               Exist  one-CLF/some/several-CLF  person at   yard-LOC sit.CONT 
               ‘There is/are a man/some men/several men sitting in the yard.’ 
(Chou (2004: 194)) 
 
The same restriction also holds for embedded subjects; see (41): 
 
(41)  (a)  *Zhangsan  shuo  {Yi-ge/  yixie/ji-ge}        ren     zai  
                Zhangsan  say   one-CL/some/several-CLF  person  at  
               Yuenzi-li   zuozhe. 
               Yard-LOC  sit.CONT 
               ‘Zhangsan said that a man/some men/several men is/are sitting in the  
               yard.’ 
           (b)  Zhangsan shuo you  {yi-ge/    yixie/ji-ge }        ren    zai  
               Zhangsan say  exist  one-CLF/some/several-CLF   person at   
               yuenzi-li   zuozhe. 
               yard-LOC  sit.CONT 
           ‘Zhangsan said that there was/were a man/some men/several men  
           sitting in the yard.’ 
(Sato (2018 b:14)) 
 
Notice that subjects in Chinese are in this respect similar to topicalized elements which 
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are also subject to the definiteness constraint.  (42) shows that the indefinite object yi-
ge nanhai ‘one boy’ cannot undergo topicalization. 
 
(42)   *Yi-ge     nanhaii, wo hen  xhihuan/kandao-le   ti. 
             One-CLF  boy     I    very like/    see-ASP 
            ‘Lit. A boy, I like/sew.’ 
(Sato (2018 b:15)) 
 
Given the similarity between subjects and topicalized phrases, Sato assumes that subjects 
undergo topicalization by default if no other elements are topicalized, targeting Spec-
TopP to form an operator-variable structure, as shown in (43). 
 
(43)                TopP 
                      3      
              Zhangsan         Top′ 
                             3      
                           Top         TP 
                                   3      
                                  t      6 
                                 works for Microsoft 
               [TOPIC x: x = Zhangsan] x works for Microsoft 
(Sato (2018 b:15)) 
 
Now, let us see how Sato accounts for the fact that the null subject cannot yield the 






(44)  Mali  yiwei ziji-de    haizi  hui shuo  yingwen. Sushan  yiwei  
           Mary think  self-MOD child  can speak English  Susan   think   
           e  hui  shuo  fawen.                                  (*sloppy)  
              can  speak French 
           Lit. Mary thinks that her child can speak English. Susan thinks that e can 
           speak French.’ 
(Sato (2018 b: 6)) 
 
In the second sentence of (44), the sloppy reading ‘Susan thinks that Susan’s child can 
speak French’ is not available.  Since the subject undergoes the topicalization in Sato’s 
analysis, the first sentence of (44) has the structure in (45a), where the embedded subject 
takes scope at Spec-TopP and binds its variable in the subject position.  Then, (45a) leads 
to the LF representation in (45b).  Whether the operator or the variable portion of (45a) 
were copied into the ellipsis sentence, (45c) or (45d), both of which are illegitimate LF 
representations, would result, respectively. 
 
(45)  (a)  [TopP Malii  [TP ti yiwei [TopP ziji-de haizij [TP tj hui shuo yingwea]]]] 
           (b)  [TOPIC x: x = Mary’s child] x can  speak English 
           (c)  [TOPIC x: x = Mary’s child] can speak  French 
           (d)  x can speak French 
(Sato (2018 b: 18)) 
 
Thus, subjects move to Spec of TopP, forming the operator-variable chains.  Accordingly, 
subjects in antecedent clauses cannot be copied into null subject positions in Chinese. 




(46)  Wo  zhaodao-le  liang-ben  shu. 
           I     find-ASP    2-CLF    book 
           ‘I found two books.’ 
(Cheng (2013: 129)) 
 
Then, there is no reason to assume that they undergo topicalization. Therefore, the sloppy 
reading can be obtained through the LF-copying operation in null object positions. 
So far, we have seen how Sato’s analysis of the subject-object asymmetry in 
Chinese.  I will point out two problems with his analysis.  The first problem is about 
the correlation between topicalization and unavailability of a sloppy reading.  He argues 
that a null subject does not yield a sloppy reading because its antecedent moves to Spec 
of Topic Phrase so that it forms an operator-variable chain.  His analysis predicts that a 
null object does not allow a sloppy interpretation either when its antecedent moves to a 
sentence initial position by topicalization.  However, this prediction is incorrect, as 
illustrated in (47): 
 
(47)   a.  ziji-de    haizii,  Zhangsan hen  xihuan ti.  
               self-GEN  child,  Zhangsan very like     
               ‘His child, Zhangsan likes very much.’ 
            b.  Lisi  ye   hen  xihuan    e.                     (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
               Lisi  also  very like 
               ‘Lit. Lisi likes his child very much, too.’ 
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In (47a), the object ziji de haizi ‘self child’ is topicalized. Even if it is topicalized, the 
sloppy reading ‘Lisi likes his child very much, too.’ can be obtained in (47b).  Sentence 
(47) shows that Sato’s prediction cannot be sustained.  
The second problem with Sato’s analysis is about the correlation between an 
indefinite expression and availability of a sloppy reading.  Notice that subjects cannot 
only allow definite readings, but also yield generic, quantificational, and indefinite 
readings.  Let us consider the following sentence: 
 
(48)  mao xihuan  he     niu-nai 
           Cat  like     drink  cow-milk 
           ‘Cats like to drink milk.’            
(Li and Thompson (2009: 129)) 
 
In (48), the subject mao ‘Cats’ has the generic interpretation.  In addition, the subject 
mei-yi-ge ren ‘every person’ carries a quantificational interpretation in (49). 
 
(49)  mei-yi-ge      ren    chi yi-kou 
           Every-one-CL  person eat  one-mouth 
           Every person gets one mouthful.    
(cf. Li and Thompson (2009: 168)) 
 
Furthermore, indefinite readings are also allowed in subject positions without help of you 
‘exist’ in such a limited environment as in (50), where the subject yi-ge ren ‘one person’ 
has the indefinite interpretation. 
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(50)  yi-ge     ren    jiu   gou    le 
           One-CL  person then enough  CRS 
           ‘One person will be enough.’       
 (Li and Thompson (2009: 167)) 
 
The following sentences show that the same pattern can be seen in embedded subjects, 
too. 
 
(51)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  mao xihuan  he    niu-nai          (generic) 
              Zhangsan say   cat   like     drink cow-milk 
              ‘Zhangsan says that cats like to drink milk.’ 
           b.  Zhangsan shuo  mei-yi-ge     ren    chi yi-kou   
              Zhangsan say    every-one-CL person eat  one-mouth 
          ‘Zhangsan says that every person gets one mouthful.’  (quantificational) 
       c.  Zhangsan shuo  yi-ge    ren    jiu   gou     le      (indefinite) 
          Zhangsan say   one-CL person then enough  CRS 
          ‘Zhangsan says that one person will be enough.’ 
 
Thus, subjects yield not only definite readings, but also generic, quantificational, and 
indefinite readings.  
Given this, Sato’s analysis predicts that a null subject allows a sloppy reading if its 
antecedent does not undergo topicalization and then it can be interpreted as an indefinite 




(52)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ta-de     erzi  jiu   gou     le         
              Zhangsan say   his-GEN son  then enough  CRS 
              ‘Zhangsan said that his son will be enough.’ 
           b.  Lisi  shuo    e    bu  gou.                       (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi  said          not enough 
              ‘Lit. Lisi said that e is not enough.’ 
 
(52b) can be interpreted as the strict reading ‘Lisi said that his son (Zhangsan’s) is not 
enough,’ but not as the sloppy reading ‘Lisi said that his son (Lisi’s) is not enough.’  Thus, 
Sato’s analyses on the null arguments in Chinese cannot be hold. 
In summary, we have reviewed the analyses of Li (2014), Takahashi (2014), and 
Sato (2018b), and pointed out the problems with their analyses. In what follows, I will 
propose an alternative analysis of why null subjects behave differently from null objects. 
 
2.4  An Alternative Analysis of Null Arguments in Chinese 
In this section, I will propose an alternative analysis of null arguments in Chinese.  
Browning (1987) and Hou and Kitagawa (1987) put forth the so-called ‘empty operator’ 
hypothesis, according to which the base-generated null nominal pronoun moves to the 
specifier position of CP to yield operator variable chains.  Given this hypothesis, I will 
claim that null arguments in Chinese are derived either by argument ellipsis (LF-copying) 
or by null operator movement.  A null operator moves to the left periphery of a matrix 
clause to retrieve its referential value from discourse, leading to a strict reading of the 
null argument.  Argument ellipsis yields a sloppy reading through the LF-Copying 
operation.  A null object can be derived in either way and thus allow both sloppy and 
strict readings.  On the other hand, a null subject can only be derived by null operator 
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movement because argument ellipsis of subject will lead to the EPP effect violation. 
Consequently, a null subject only allows strict reading. 
Let us see how the proposed analysis accounts for interpretation of a null argument 
in Chinese.  First, let us consider sentence (1), repeated here as (53): 
 
(53)  zhe-ge  laoshii  hen  hao, wo mei kandao-guo [[ej bu  xihuan  ei  de] 
           this-CL teacher  very good  I   not see-EXP        not like        DE  
           xueshengj] 
           student 
           a.  ‘This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who e1 do not like 
              (him2).’ 
           b.  ‘*This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 who (he2) does not 
              like e1.’ 
(Li (2014: 46)) 
 
In this sentence, the empty subject of the verb xihuan ‘like’ can be coindexed with 
xuesheng ‘students’ in the matrix clause in the same sentence, but not with the topic 
phrase zhe-ge laoshi ‘this teacher’ in the previous sentence.  When the empty subject 
refers to xuesheng ‘students’, (53) has the following structure: 
 
(54)  This teacher2 is very good. I have not seen students1 [CP Op1 who [TP t1  
           do not like (him2)]] 
 
In this structure, the empty operator moves to the specifier of CP introducing the relative 
clause, where it takes xuesheng ‘students’ as its antecedent.  In order to take zhe-ge 
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laoshi ‘this teacher’ in the previous sentence as its antecedent, the empty operator must 
move out of the relative clause: 
 
(55)  *This teacher2 is very good. [CP Op2 [TP I have not seen students1 [CP t’2  
           [TP t2 do not like e1]]]] 
 
However, this movement violates the Complex NP constraint.  Accordingly, the null 
subject in (53) cannot be coindexed with the topic phrase zhe-ge laoshi ‘this teacher’. 
The same analysis also holds of (9), repeated here as (56): 
 
(56)  ta1 shuo wo2  yinwei  [e 2/*1,3 bu  xihuan Zhangsan]  you  diar   
           He say   I    because        not like    Zhangsan  have slight 
           bu-hao-yisi. 
           embarrassed 
           ‘He said I was somewhat embarrassed because e did not like Zhangsan.’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
The empty subject of the adverbial clause can only be coindexed with the subject of the 
embedded clause.  This is because (56) has the following structure under the proposed 
analysis: 
 
(57)  [TP ta1 shuo [CP wo2 [CP Op2 yinwei [TP t2/*1,*3 bu xihuan Zhangsan]] you 
           bu-hao-yisi ]] 
 
In (57), the null operator moves from the subject of the adverbial clause to the specifier 
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of the CP introducing the clause, where it takes the subject of embedded clause.  In order 
to take the subject of the matrix clause or a topic in the previous discourse, the null 
operator moves out of the adverbial clause to the specifier of the matrix CP.  However, 
this movement is blocked by the Adjunct Condition.  Thus, the proposed analysis 
accounts for the interpretation of (56). 
Likewise, the proposed analysis explains the fact that the subject of the embedded 
clause cannot be empty in (6), repeated here as (58): 
 
(58)  a.  Li xiaojie1  hen  xihuan Zhangsan ba?  Ni  yinggai hen  gaoxing! 
              Li Miss     very like    Zhangsan-BA  you should  very happy 
              ‘Miss Li really likes Zhangsan, right? You should very happy!’ 
           b.  shishishang, we  [yinwei  [TP *(Li xiaojie)1 bu  xihuan  Zhangsan]] 
              actually     I    because       Li Miss    not like    Zhangsan 
              you  diar   shiwang 
              have slight disappointment 
              ‘In fact, I somewhat disappointed because *(Miss Li) does not like  
              Zhangsan.’ 
(Li (2014: 47)) 
 
The intended meaning of (58b) is that the empty subject is coindexed with the subject of 
the previous sentence.  This meaning requires (58b) to have the following structure: 
 
(59)  [CP Op1 we [CP t’1 yinwei [TP t1 bu xihuan Zhangsan]] you diar shiwang] 
 
In (59), the null operator moves out of the adverbial clause to the specifier of the matrix 
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CP in order to take the subject of the previous sentence as its antecedent.  However, this 
movement violates the Adjunct Condition.  Thus, the proposed analysis accounts for 
(59b). 
Next, let us consider sentence (13), repeated here as (60): 
 
(60)  Lisii zai  guonei-de     gangqin  bisai        shang de-le    diyi,  
           Lisi  in   nation al-GEN piano    competition on    aim-LE champion 
           Zhangsanj shuo danshi   zai  guoji         shang   ei/*j  bu  keneng 
           Zhangsan say  however in   international  on           not can   
           hui  de   diyi      
           will  aim  champion 
           Lit. ‘Lisi won the champion in the national piano competition; however,  
           Zhangsan said that (e=Lisi) cannot become the champion in the international 
           level.’ 
 
The second sentence of (60) has the following structure: 
 
(61)  [CP Op1 [TP Zhangsan says [CP t’1 that [TP t1 cannot become the champion in 
           the international level]]]] 
 
The null operator Op moves from the subject position in the embedded clause through 
the specifier of the embedded CP to the specifier of the matrix CP, where Op takes the 
appropriate antecedent Lisi from the previous sentence. 
The same analysis holds of sentence (14), repeated here as (62): 
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(62)  Zhangsan:  ni    zhidao [wo-de    yaoshi]i  zai  nali     ma？ 
                      You  know   my-GEN key      in   where   Q 
                      ‘Do you know where my key is?’ 
           Lisi:       Wo  zhidao. 
                      I     know 
                      ‘I know.’ 
           Zhangsan:  qing   ni    gaosu  wo [CP [TP  ei   zai nali]] 
                      Please you  tell    me           in where. 
                      ‘Please tell me where (my key) is.’ 
            Lisi:      [ ei ] zai  ni-de      zhuozi shang 
                           in   you-GEN table   on 
                     ‘Lit. e is on your table.’ 
 
Under the proposed analysis, the sentences involving the null subjects have the following 
structures: 
 
(63)  a.  [CP Op1 [TP qing   ni   gaosu wo [CP t’1 [TP  t1  zai  nali]]]] 
                         Please you tell   me             in   where. 
                         ‘Please tell me where (my key) is.’ 
           b.  [CP Op1 [TP t1  zai  ni-de      zhuozi shang]] 
                           in   you-GEN table   on 
              ‘Lit. e is on your table.’ 
 
In these structures, the empty operators move to the specifier of the matrix CP, where they 
take the topic phrase wo-de yaoshi ‘my key’ in the discourse.  The movement does not 
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violate any conditions on movements.  Therefore, the null subjects in (63) can take the 
topic phase. 
The proposed analysis also provides a straightforward account for the difference 
between (11) and (15), repeated here as (64) and (65), with regard to strict reading: 
 
(64)  a.  Zhangsani [yinwei  zijii de/taide  erzi  jiao-guo    shuxue] hen  
              Zhangsan  because self’s/his     son  teach-ASP  math    very 
              gaoxing; 
              happy 
           b.  Lisij [yinwei  [ej] jiao-guo    yuyanxue]  hen  deyi.   
              Lisi  because     teach-ASP  linguistics  very proud 
             ‘Zhangsani is happy because self’si/hisi son has taught math; Lisij is  
             proud because ej has taught linguistic.’                 (*strict/*sloppy) 
(Li (2014: 48)) 
(65)  a.  Zhangsani  juede [taide lunwen]     hui bei  jieshou; 
              Zhangsan  think   his   dissertation  will-BEI accept 
              ‘Zhangsan thinks that his dissertation will be accepted.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   juede [ei] hui  bei  jieshou.             (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi  also  think      will  BEI  accept      
              ‘Lit. Lisi thinks that [e] will be accepted, too.’                 
(cf. Oku (1998: 166)) 
 
Sentence (64) allows neither strict reading nor sloppy reading.  The empty subject of the 
adverbial clause can only be coindexed with the subject of the matrix clause in the same 
sentence.  On the other hand, (65b) has the strict reading in which the empty subject of 
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the embedded clause can be coindexed with the subject of the embedded clause in (65a).  
The proposed analysis gives (64) and (65) the following structures (66a) and (66b) 
respectively: 
 
(66)  a.  [CP [TP Lisi [CP Op1 yinwei [TP t1 jiao-guo yuyanxue]] hen deyi]] 
           b.  [CP Op1 [TP Lisi ye juede [CP t’1 [TP t1 hui bei jieshou]]]] 
 
In (66a), the null operator moves to the specifier of the CP introducing the adverbial 
clause, where it takes Lisi, the subject of the matrix clause, as its antecedent.  In order 
to take the subject of the adverbial clause in the previous sentence and then yield the strict 
reading, the null operator must move to the specifier of the matrix CP.  However, this 
movement violates the Adjunct Condition.  In (66b), in contrast, the null operator moves 
to the specifier of the matrix CP, where it takes the subject of the embedded sentence in 
(66b) as its antecedent to yield the strict reading.  Thus, the proposed analysis explains 
the contrast between (64) and (65). 
Next, let us turn to the asymmetry in interpretation between null subjects and 
objects.  First, let us consider sentence (2), repeated here as shown in (67): 
 
(67)  a.  Zhangsan bu  xihuan guanyu  ziji  de  yaoyan. 
              Zhangsan not like    about   self  of  rumor 
              ‘Zhangsan does not like rumors about himself.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye    bu  xihuan  e.                         (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
              Lisi  also   not like 
              ‘lit. Lisi does not like e, either.’ 
(Otani and Whitman (1991: 346)) 
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The null object in (67b) allows both the strict reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about 
Zhangsan’ and the sloppy reading ‘Lisi does not like rumors about himself.  The 
proposed analysis gives (67b) the following structure: 
 
(68)  a.  [CP Opi [TP Lisi ye bu xihuan ti]] 
           b.  [CP     [TP Lisi ye bu xihuan e]] 
 
In (68a), the null operator moves to the specifier of CP, and the null operator takes ‘rumor 
about Zhangsan’ as its referential value, yielding the strict reading.  On the other hand, 
the sloppy reading is analyzed in terms of argument ellipsis.  The objects do not carry 
φ-feature, so the antecedent guanyu ziji de yaoyan ‘about self’s rumor’ can be copied into 
the null object position through the LF-Copying. 
Now, let us turn to (69), where the null subject in the embedded clause only has the 
strict reading ‘Lisi said that Zhangsan’s child liked Xiaoli’, but not the sloppy reading 
‘Lisi said that Lisi’s child liked Xiaoli’. 
 
(69)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ziji de  haizi  xihuan Xiaohong. 
              Zhangsan say   self  of child  like    Xiaohong 
              ‘Zhangsan said his child liked Xiaohong.’ 
           b.  Lisi shuo   e   xihuan  Xiaoli                      (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi say        like     Xiaoli 
              ‘lit. Lisi said e liked Xiali.’            
 (Takahashi (2014: 107)) 
 
Under the proposed analysis, the strict reading is derived by null operator movement from 
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the subject position to Spec CP, as was the case for the object strict reading.  In this case, 
the null operator satisfies the EPP effect of the tense T in the overt syntax.  In (69b), in 
contrast, the sloppy reading cannot be obtained.  This is because the empty slot to be 
filled by the LF-copy operation does not qualify to satisfy the EPP effect requirement of 
T in the overt syntax. Thus, the sloppy reading fails to obtain.  
 
(70)  a.  [CP Opi [TP Lisi shuo [CP Opi [TP ti        xihuan Xiaoli]]]]  
           b.  *[CP    [TP Lisi  shuo [CP    [TP e  T EPP xihuan Xiaoli ]]]] 
 
The same analysis holds of sentence (47), repeated here as (71): 
 
(71)  a.  ziji-de    haizii,  Zhangsan hen  xihuan ti.  
              self-GEN  child,  Zhangsan very like     
              ‘His child, Zhangsan likes very much.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   hen  xihuan    e.                     (OKstrict/OKsloppy) 
              Lisi  also  very like 
              ‘Lit. Lisi likes his child very much, too.’ 
 
The proposed analysis gives (71b) the following two structures: 
 
(72)  a.  [CP Opi [TP Lisi ye hen xihuan ti]]  
           b.  [CP     [TP Lisi ye hen xihuan e]]  
 
In (72a), the null operator moves from the object position to the specifier of CP to interpret 
the antecedent from the discourse to yield the strict reading.  On the other hand, in (72b), 
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the empty slot can be copied the antecedent through the LF-Copying operation to obtain 
the sloppy reading. 
Finally, let us consider the sentence in (52), duplicated here in (73). 
 
(73)  a.  Zhangsan shuo  ta-de     erzi  jiu   gou    le 
              Zhangsan say   his-GEN son  then enough  CRS 
              ‘Zhangsan said that his son will be enough.’ 
           b.  Lisi  shuo    e    bu  gou.                        (OKstrict/*sloppy) 
              Lisi  said          not enough 
              ‘Lit. Lisi said that e is not enough.’ 
 
I argue that (73b) has structure (74a), but not structure (74b): 
 
(74)  a.  [CP Opi [TP Lisi shuo [CP Opi [TP ti          bu  gou]]]]  
           b.  *[CP    [TP Lisi shuo [CP     [TP e    T EPP  bu  gou]]]] 
 
In (74a), the null operator moves from the embedded subject position to the specifier of 
CP in the matrix clause to interpret its antecedent from discourse leading the strict reading 
‘Lisi said that his son (Zhangsan’s) is not enough.’  This derivation satisfies the EPP 
effect of the embedded T in the overt syntax.  On the other hand, in (74b), the empty slot 
cannot fulfill the EPP in the embedded clause.  Accordingly, the sloppy reading ‘Lisi 





2.5  Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have considered the properties of null arguments in Chinese which 
show that the interpretation of null subjects is more restricted than that of null objects.   
After critically reviewing and pointing out some problems with the three preview analyses 
proposed by Li (2014), Takahashi (2014), and Sato (2018b), I have provided an 
alternative analysis of the subject-object asymmetry.  I have claimed that null objects 
are derived either by argument ellipsis (LF-copying) or by null operator movement, 
whereas null subjects are derived by moving empty operators to Spec of CP.   I have 
attributed the asymmetry between null subjects and objects to the EPP effect feature of 
the tense T in Chinese. 
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Appendix to Chapter 2 
 
Null Arguments in Burmese 
 
A2.1 Introduction 
In this appendix, comparing Burmese, Chinese and Japanese, I will show that the 
ellipsis in Burmese exhibits the same pattern as the one in Japanese rather than those in 
English and Chinese.  Given similarities and differences between these languages, I will 
argue that null objects in Burmese should be analyzed as an argument ellipsis proposed 
for Japanese by Saito (2007) and others, not as VP-ellipsis proposed for Chinese by 
Huang (1991). 
The organization is as follows: in section A2.2, I will point out two problems with 
VP-ellipsis analysis of null objects in Burmese.  In section A2.3, I will show that null 
arguments in Burmese are considerably similar to those in Japanese in terms of sloppy 
and quantificational interpretations.  In section A2.4, I will illustrate that null arguments 
do not agree with their functional heads, and then claim that null arguments are derived 
through LF-Copying analysis.  Section A2.5 is a conclusion. 
 
A2.2 Differences between Ellipsis in Burmese, English, and Chinese  
English has a verb phrase ellipsis as illustrated in (75): 
 
(75)  John saw his mother, and Mary did [VP e], too. 
(Huang (1991: 64)) 
 
The elided site has both the strict reading ‘Mary saw John’s mother’ and the sloppy 
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reading ‘Mary saw her own mother.’  Null objects in Burmese also have the strict and 
sloppy readings in (76): 
 
(76)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    [dou-rie   maymay-ko]   yodei-de 
              Moung  Phyu-TOP   his-GEN mother-ACC  respect-ASP 
              ‘Moung Phyu respects his mother.’ 
           b.  Moung  Men  le    [ e ]  yodei-de. 
              Moung  Men  also       respect-ASP 
              ‘Lit. Moung Men respects e, too.’ 
 
The strict reading is ‘Moung Men respects Moung Phyu’s mother, while the sloppy 
reading is ‘Moung Men respects her own mother.’  If null objects are empty pronouns, 
overt pronouns are also predicted to allow both strict and sloppy readings.  But this 
prediction is not correct, as shown in (77): 
 
(77)  Moung  Men  le    duo-ko    yodei-de. 
           Moung  Men  also  her-ACC  respect-ASP 
           ‘Lit. Moung Men respects her, too.’ 
 
In (77), the overt pronoun duo refers to Moung Phyu’s mother rather than Moung Men’s 
own mother.  Therefore, the null object in (76b) cannot be analyzed as an empty pronoun.  





(78)                 IP 
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                   NP            I’ 
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                                   V         NP 
object 
 
This kind of analysis is proposed for null objects in Chinese by Huang (1991).  He 
claims that the duplication of the lexical verbs corresponds to do-support in English, and 
that the lexical verbs move from V to the Inflectional (INFL) node, which permits it to 
govern the elided VP appropriately.  Indeed, the following null object in Chinese has 
both the strict reading ‘Mary also saw John’s mother’ and the sloppy reading ‘Mary also 
saw Mary’s mother’ in Chinese, as illustrated in (79): 
 
(79)  John kanjian-le tade mama, Mary ye   kanjiani -le [VP[ ti e]]. 
           John see-PERF his   mother Mary also  see-PERF 
           ‘John saw his mother, and Mary did, too.’ 
(Huang (1991: 64)) 
 
On the other hand, null subjects in Chinese do not have the sloppy reading, and they 







(80)  a.  Zhangsani  juede [taide lunwen]     hui be   jieshou; 
              Zhangsan  think  his    dissertation  will-BEI accept 
              ‘Zhangsan thinks that his dissertation will be accepted.’ 
           b.  Lisi  ye   juede [ e ]  hui bei  jieshou. 
              Lisi  also  think       will BEI  accept 
              ‘Lit. Lisi thinks that [e] will be accepted, too.’ 
(cf. Oku (1998: 166)) 
 
The empty subject in the embedded clause in (80b) can only yield the strict reading ‘Lisi 
also think that Zhangsan’s dissertation will be accepted.’  Since a subject is out of a verb 
phrase, (80b) cannot be derived from VP-ellipsis.  Thus, Huang’s analysis of ellipsis in 
Chinese can account for the contrast between (79) and (80b). 
However, if we apply Huang’s analysis to Burmese, we are faced with two 
problems.  First, unlike Chinese, Burmese allows elided subjects to have both strict and 
sloppy readings, as shown in (81): 
 
(81)  a.  Moung  Phyu-rie    neepya-ga  [dou ga]  
              Moung  Phyu-GEN  coach-TOP  he  NOM 
              byainpwe-ko      naing  leng-me   lo   htin-di. 
              competition-ACC  win    will-ASP  that think-ASP 
              ‘Moung Phyu’s coach thinks that he will win this competition.’ 
           b.  Moung  Men-rie    neepya-ga   le   [ e ] 
              Moung  Men-GEN  coach-TOP  also 
              byain pwe-ko      naing  leng-me   lo    htin-di. 
              competition-ACC  win    will-ASP  that  think-ASP 
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              ‘Lit. Moung Men’s coach thinks that e will win the competition, too.’  
 
The elided subject in the embedded clause in (81b) has the strict reading ‘Moung Men’s 
coach thinks that Moung Phyu will win the competition,’ and the sloppy reading ‘Moung 
Men’s coach thinks that Moung Men will win the competition, too.’  In this case, since 
subject positions are outside of VPs, the VP-ellipsis analysis cannot explain why the null 
subjects yield both strict and sloppy readings.  
The second problem has to do with adverbial interpretations. Oku (1998) points out 
that in English, the elided VP in (82b) includes the adverbial interpretation, as illustrated 
in (82c): 
 
(82)  a.  Bill washed the car carefully, but. 
           b.  John didn’t. 
           c.  John didn’t [VP [VP wash the car] carefully]. 
(Oku (1998: 172)) 
 
On the other hand, the elided object does not contain any adverbial interpretation in 
Burmese, as illustrated in (83b): 
 
(83)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    [ka-ko]    thadihtar sua  say-kede 
              Moung  Phyu-TOP   car-ACC carefully      wash-ASP 
              ‘Moung Phyu washed the car carefully.’ 
           b.  Moung  Men-ga  [ e ]  maNEG say-ke     buNEG  
              Moung  Men-TOP     not    wash-ASP  not 
              ‘Lit. Moung Men did not wash the car.’  
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The elided object in (83b) lacks the adverbial interpretation carefully, and (83b) only 
means ‘Moung Men didn’t wash the car.’  Huang’s analysis of empty objects as VP-
ellipsis cannot explain why the null object in (83b) does not have any adverbial 
interpretation.  Suppose that after the verb moves out of VPs, the whole VPs are deleted.  
Then, we incorrectly predict that the adjunct adjoined to the VP is elided altogether with 
VPs.  Thus, in light of the two empirical problems, we cannot accept the VP-ellipsis 
analysis of empty objects in Burmese.   
 
A2.3 Similarities between Japanese and Burmese Ellipsis 
Now, let us turn to comparing ellipsis in Japanese and Burmese.  In the last section, 
we pointed out that null subjects and objects in Burmese allow strict and sloppy readings.  
Japanese shows the same pattern.  First, let us consider the following empty object: 
 
(84)  a.  Bill-wa    zibun-no  tegami-o   suteta 
              Bill-NOM  self-GEN  letter-ACC discarded 
              ‘Bill2 discarded his2 letters.’ 
b.  John-mo  e   suteta. 
              John-also      discarded 
              ‘Lit. John discarded [e], too.’ 
(Oku (1998: 163)) 
 
As Oku observes, the missing object in (84b) can be construed as both the strict reading 
‘John discarded Bill’s letter’ and the sloppy reading ‘John discarded John’s letter.’  
Notice that overt pronouns in Japanese do not allow any sloppy reading, as illustrated in 
(85): 
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(85)  a.  Bill-wa   zibun-no  tegami-o    suteta 
              Bill-NOM self-GEN  letter-ACC  discarded 
              ‘Bill2 discarded his2 letters.’ 
           b.  John-mo  sore-o   suteta. 
              John-also  it-ACC  discarded 
              ‘Lit. John also discarded it.’ 
(Oku (1998: 163)) 
 
As shown in (85b), if the overt pronoun sore-o is placed in front of the verb, we cannot 
obtain the sloppy reading.  (85b) only means the strict reading ‘John also discarded 
Bill’s letter.’  Null subjects also have both strict and sloppy readings in (86): 
 
(86)  a.  Mary-wa   [zibun-no  teian-ga 
Mary-TOP [self-GEN  proposal-NOM 
saiyo-sare-ru-to]             omotteiru 
accept-PASS-PRES-COMP]  think 
‘Mary2 thinks that her2 proposal will be accepted.’ 
b.  John-mo  [ [e]  saiyo-sare-ru-to]             omotteiru  
John-TOP [ [e] accept-PASS-PRES-COMP]  think 
‘Lit. John also thinks that [ e ] will be accepted.’ 
(Oku (1998: 166)) 
c.  John-mo  [[sore-ga] saiyo-sare-ru-to]             omotteiru 
John-TOP [[it]       accept-PASS-PRES-COMP]  think 
‘Lit. John also thinks that [it] will be accepted.’  
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(86b) involving the null subject has both the strict reading ‘John thinks that Mary’s 
proposal will be accepted’ and the sloppy reading ‘John also thinks that John’s proposal 
will be accepted.’  On the other hand, if we put the overt pronoun sore-ga in the subject 
position of the embedded clause, we lose the sloppy reading.  (86c) only means the strict 
reading ‘John thinks that Mary’s proposal will be accepted.’ 
Second, like Burmese, Japanese does not allow elided objects to contain adverbial 
interpretations.  For example, the sentence (87b) can be interpreted as ‘John didn’t wash 
the car’, not ‘John didn’t wash the car carefully.’ 
 
(87)  a.  Bill-wa   kuruma-o teineini  aratta. 
Bill-TOP  car-ACC  carefully washed 
‘Bill washed the car carefully.’ 
b.  John-wa    e   arawa-nakat-ta 
John-TOP      wash-NEG-PAST 
‘lit. John didn’t wash e.’ 
(Oku (1998: 172)) 
 
Furthermore, Japanese and Burmese behave similarly in terms of quantificational 








(88)  a.  Taroo-wa   sannin-no  sensei-o       sonkeisiteiru. 
Taroo-TOP  three-GEN teacher-ACC  respect 
‘Taroo respects three teachers.’ 
b.  Hanako-mo  e  sonkeisiteiru. 
Hanako-also     respect 
‘Lit. Hanako respects e, too.’ 
(Takahashi (2014: 92)) 
 
The null object in (88b) has both the quantificational and E-type interpretations (Evans 
1980).  In the quantificational reading, it is interpreted as ‘Hanako respects the set of 
three teachers that is different from the one that Taroo respects.’  On the other hand, in 
the E-type reading, (88b) is interpreted as ‘Hanako respects three teachers that Taroo 
respects.’  When an empty object is turned to an overt pronoun, the resulting sentence 
has only the E-type reading, as illustrated in (89): 
 
(89)  Hanako-mo  karera-o    sonkeisiteiru. 
Hanako-also  them-ACC respect 
‘Lit. Hanako respects him, too.’ 
 
The contrast between (88b) and (89) indicates that we should not analyze the empty object 






(90)  a.  Sannin-no  mahootukai-ga  Taroo-ni    ai-ni   kita. 
three-GEN wizard-NOM   Taroo-DAT see-to  came 
‘Three wizards came to see Taroo.’ 
b.  e   Hanako-ni-mo      ai-ni   kita. 
       Hanako-DAT-also  see-to  came  
‘Lit. e came to see Hanako, too.’ 
c.  Kanozyo-tachi-ha  Hanako-ni-mo      ai-ni   kita 
They-pl-NOM     Hanako-DAT-also  see-to  came 
‘Lit. they came to see Hanako, too.’ 
(Takahashi (2014: 93)) 
 
(90b) with the empty subject has both the E-type reading ‘Three wizards whom came to 
see Hanako also came to see Taroo’ and the quantificational reading ‘the set of wizards 
whom came to see Taroo and Hanako is different.’  By contrast, (90c), which involves 
the overt subject kanozyo-tachi-ha has only the E-type reading. 
Null arguments in Burmese also allow quantificational interpretations.  First, let 
us consider empty objects in (91):   
 
(91)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    shiya-donh-yao-ko      yodei-de 
Moung  Phyu-TOP  teacher-three-CL-ACC  respect-ASP 
‘Moung Phyu respects three teachers.’ 
b.  Moung  Men  le   [ e ]  yodei-de 
Moung  Men  also      respect-ASP 
‘Lit. Moung Men respects e, too.’ 
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c.  Moung  Men  le    dou to-ko   yodei-de  
Moung  Men  also  them-ACC  respect-ASP 
‘Lit. ‘Moung Men respects them, too.’ 
 
The empty object in (91b) induces both the E-type reading ‘Three teachers that Moung 
Men respects’ and the quantificational reading ‘the set of teachers whom Moung Phyu 
respects is different from the set of teachers whom Moung Men respects.’  On the other 
hand, the overt pronoun in (91c) yields only the E-type reading.  Next, let us turn to 
empty subjects in (92): 
 
(92)  a.  Nakdaw-donh-yao-ga  Moung  Phyu-ko     la     gii-kede 
wizard-three-CL-TOP  Moung  Phyu-ACC  come see-ASP 
‘Three wizards came to see Moung Phyu.’ 
b.  e   Moung  Men-ko    le    la     gii-kede 
       Moung  Men-ACC  also  come see-ASP 
‘Lit. e came to see Moung Men, too.’ 
c.  Dou to-ga  Moung  Men-ko    le    la     gii-kede 
They-TOP  Moung  Men-ACC  also  come see-ASP 
‘Lit. They came to see Moung Men, too.’ 
 
(92b) has both the E-type interpretation ‘three wizards whom came to see Moung Phyu 
also came to see Moung Men’ and the quantification interpretation ‘the set of wizards 
whom came to see Moung Phyu and Moung Men is different.’  By contrast, the overt 
pronoun (92c) yields only the E-type reading. 
Summarizing this section, I have shown that null arguments in Burmese exhibit the 
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same pattern as the ones in Japanese: they permit sloppy and quantificational 
interpretations. 
 
A2.4 Analysis of Null Argument Ellipsis in Burmese 
In this section, I will argue that empty arguments in Burmese should be analyzed as 
an argument ellipsis proposed by Oku (1998), Saito (2007), and Şener and Takahashi 
(2010). 
Oku claims that arguments can be deleted in a language that has Japanese style of 
scrambling.  On the other hand, Saito proposes that arguments can be empty so long as 
they do not agree with their functional heads such as T and v, and that in Japanese, 
subjects and objects do not agree in person, number, and gender and thus they can be 
elided.  Şener and Takahashi (2010) apply Saito’s anti-agreement hypothesis to account 
for asymmetrical characteristics of empty subjects and objects in Turkish: null objects 
have the sloppy and quantificational readings, whereas null subjects do not.  For 
example, the null object in (93b) can yield the sloppy interpretation ‘Phylis, however, 
praised her mother.’ 
 
(93)  a.  Can  [pro anne-si]-ni el      eştir-di. 
John  his   mother-3SG-ACC  criticize-PAST 
‘John criticized his mother.’ 
b.  Filiz-se         e   öv-dü.  
Phylis-however      praise-PAST 
‘lit. Phylis, however, praised e.’   
(Şener and Takahashi (2010: 87)) 
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On the other hand, the null subject can only have the strict reading ‘Eileen, however, 
thinks that John’s proposal will be rejected’: 
 
(94)  a.  Can  [[pro öneri-si]-nin              kabul 
John       his  proposal-3SG-GEN  accept 
ed-il-eceğ-i]-ni           düşün-üyor. 
do-PASS-NM-3SG-ACC  think-PRES 
‘John thinks that his proposal will be accepted.’ 
b.  Aylin-se       [e  redded-il-eceğ-i]-ni         düşün-üyor. 
Eileen-however    reject-PASS-NM-3SG-ACC think-PRES 
‘Lit. Eileen, however, thinks that e will be rejected.’ 
(Şener and Takahashi (2010: 91)) 
 
Şener and Takahashi (2010) ascribe this asymmetry between null objects and subjects to 
the fact that in Turkish, only subjects induce agreement with verbs in (95):  
 
(95)  a.  (Ben)  bu  makale-yi   yavaşyavaş  oku-yacağ-ım 
(I)    this article-ACC  slowly      read-FUT-1SG  
‘I will read this article slowly.’ 
b.  (Biz)  her   hafta  sinema-ya    gid-er-iz  
(we)  every week movies-DAT go-AOR-1PL  
‘We go to the movies every week.’ 
(Şener and Takahashi (2010: 86)) 
 
Notice that in Burmese, subjects and objects do not agree in person, number, and gender, 
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as shown in (96):  
 
(96)  a.  Zun Da / Min / Dou / Zun daw to / Min to / Dou to-ga  
I        You  He   We         You PL  They-TOP 
Moung  Phyu-ko     la     due-kede 
Moung  Phyu-ACC  come see-ASP 
‘I/You/He/We/You/They came to see Moung-Phyu.’ 
b.  Moung Phyu-ga  Zun Daw / Min / Dou / Zun daw to /   
Moung Pyu TOP  me       you  him  us 
Min to / Dou to-ko  la     due-ke-de 
youPL   them-ACC come see-ASP 
‘Lit. Moung Phyu came to saw me/you/him/us/you/them.’ 
 
Therefore, on the basis of Saito’s (2007) anti-agreement hypothesis, I argue that subjects 
and objects in Burmese can be elided alone as in Japanese.  Let us consider the 
derivation of (76), repeated here as (97): 
 
(97)  a.  Moung  Phyu-ga    [dou-rie   maymay-ko]  yodei-de 
Moung  Phyu-TOP   his-GEN mother-ACC respect-ASP 
‘Moung Phyu respects his mother.’ 
b.  Moung  Men  le    [ e ]  yodei-de. 
Moung  Men  also       respect-ASP 
‘Lit. Moung Men respects e, too.’ 
 
Following Saito (2007), I assume that in a language which allows an argument ellipsis, 
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an empty slot can occur as an argument in the overt syntax.  Then, (97b) has the 
following derivation: 
 
(98)  a.  [TP Moung Men-le [VP [ e ] yodei de]] 
b.  [TP Moung Men-le [VP [dou rie maymay ko] yodei de]] 
 
In (98a), the empty slot occupies the object position.  To this structure, the operation of 
Spell-Out applies so that it is transferred to the PF and LF component.  In the PF 
component, the empty slot occurs as an object and hence it is not pronounced.  On the 
other hand, in the LF component, the antecedent dou rie maymay ko is copied into the 
empty slot to yield the LF structure in (98b), which has both strict and sloppy readings.  
Thus, null objects in Burmese can be analyzed as an instance of argument ellipsis that is 
proposed for Japanese. 
 
A2.5 Conclusion 
In this appendix, first of all, pointing out several differences between Burmese, 
English, and Chinese, I argued that Huang’s (1991) VP-ellipsis analysis, which is 
proposed for Chinese, cannot be extended to account for null objects in Burmese.  Then, 
I showed that null arguments in Burmese are similar to those in Japanese in that they 
allow sloppy and quantificational interpretations.  Finally, after demonstrating that 
arguments in Burmese do not exhibit any agreement with function heads, I claimed that 
null arguments in Burmese should be analyzed as an instance of argument ellipsis that is 





Two Sources for Sluicing in Chinese 
 
3.1  Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider an elliptical interrogative sentence where 
only a wh-phrase is overtly pronounced.  This type of ellipsis is called sluicing, as 
exemplified by the following sentences in English: 
 
(1)  a.  John bought something for his girlfriend, but he didn’t tell us what. 
          b.  If Mary went somewhere for lunch, and her husband must know where. 
(Adams and Tomioka (2012: 219)) 
 
In these sentences, the wh-phrases what and where correspond to the overt phrases 
something and somewhere respectively.  There are similar phenomena in Chinese, as 
illustrated in (2): 
 
(2)  a.  Lisi  chuqu  yuehui; ta  mama  xiang  zhidao (shi)  zai  nali   /han 
             Lisi  go-out date   3sg mother want   know  COP  at   where  with  
             shei 
             who 





          b.  Lisi mai  le   yiyang  dongxi  gei   mouren,  dan  wo  bu  zhidao 
             Lisi buy ASP one-CL thing    give s someone but  1SG not know  
             shi   shei/  shenme. 
             COP who  what 
             ‘Lisi bought something for someone, but I don’t know who/what.’ 
(Adams and Tomioka (2012: 219)) 
 
Two types of approach have been proposed to sluicing in Chinese.  One is to 
assume that like English, sluicing in Chinese is also derived by wh-movement and 
deletion.  For example, Wang and Wu (2006) claim that a wh-phrase undergoes focus-
movement to Spec of Focus Phrase (FocP), and then the TP including the trace of a moved 
element is deleted.  This analysis gives (2a) the following structure, where the portion 
of affected by deletion is represented by the strikethrough text: 
 
(3)  Lisi chuqu yuehui; ta mama xiang zhidao [(shi) [FocP zai nali/han shei1 [TP Lisi 
          chuqu yuehui t1]]] 
 
The other approach assumes that (2a) is an instance of the “pseudo-sluicing”, as illustrated 
in (4): 
 
(4)  Lisi chuqu yuehui; ta mama xiang zhidao [ pro (shi) zai nali/han shei] 
 
In (4), the sluiced clause has a phonologically silent pronominal subject pro followed by 
the copula shi and the wh-remnant.  The pro in the subject position takes Lisi chuqu 
yuehui ‘Lisi goes out date’ as the antecedent from the first conjunct, and the wh-remnant 
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zai nali/han shei do not involve any movement.  This kind of approach, proposed by 
Wei (2004, 2011), Adams (2004), and Adams and Tomioka (2012), is referred to as the 
“pseudo-sluicing” analysis. 
Given these analyses of sluicing in Chinese, we might wonder whether we need to 
assume both of them, or we only have to adopt one of them in explaining sluicing in 
Chinese.  In this chapter, I will claim that these two approaches are necessary for 
analyzing sluicing in Chinese, and that sluicing in Chinese are structurally ambiguous 
and can have either a derivation involving wh-movement or a null pro-form.  I will 
provide an argument for this hybrid analysis by showing that a given sluicing in Chinese 
will be grammatical if there is at least one way of deriving it which satisfies all relevant 
conditions, whereas it will be ungrammatical if neither of the two derivations yields a 
convergent outcome.  
The organization of this chapter is as follows.  In section 2, I will review two types 
of analysis of sluicing in Chinese: Wang and Wu’s (2006) wh-movement and deletion 
analysis and Wei’s (2011) pseudo-sluicing analysis.  In section 3, I will show that a 
given sluicing in Chinese will be ungrammatical if neither of the two analyses yield a 
convergent outcome.  Section 4 is a conclusion. 
 
3.2  Two Analyses for Sluicing in Chinese  
In this section, I will overview the two types of previous researches of sluicing in 
MC.  One type of sluicing is Wang and Wu’s (2006) movement and deletion approach.  
Based on Merchant’s Focus condition on IP-ellipsis and e-GIVENness, I will present how 
their analysis derives sluicing in Chinese.  The other type is Wei’s (2011) pseudo-
sluicing approach.  Instead of movement and deletion, he assumes the pro in the subject 
position to take an antecedent from the first conjunct.  I will show that these two types 
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of analyses not only have their own strong empirical motivations, but also have to 
complement one another in the different environments. 
 
3.2.1 A Wh-movement and deletion analysis 
English and Chinese are different in terms of wh-movement.  In English, wh-
phrases undergo the overt wh-movement to the Spec CP.  On the other hand, Chinese is 
one of wh-in-situ languages where wh-phrases do not move.  In spite of this dissimilarity, 
Wang and Wu (2006) follow Huang (1982) in assuming that sluicing in Chinese is in line 
with English, and go on to propose that the wh-phrase move out of the sluiced clause 
before TP is elided.  Moreover, adopting Rizzi’s (1997) assumption that wh-phrases 
have to agree with the wh features or focus features, they suppose that wh-phrases move 
from based-generated positions to Spec of Focus Projection (FocP) before deleting of TP.  
Some support for their movement analysis comes from the idiom chunk 
interpretation in the following sentence: 
 
(5)  Speaker A:  Lisi  changchang [VP  chi [DP  mouren   de    cu]] 
                      Lisi  often            eat      someone  GEN  vinegar 
                      ‘(lit.) Lisi is often jealous of who(m)?’ 
          Speaker B:  Dui,  dan wo   bu    zhidao  (shi)  [DP  shei  de    cu]  
                      Yeah, but 1SG NEG  know   SHI       who GEN  vinegar 
                      ‘Yeah, but I don’t know who.’                     
(Song and Yoshida (2017: 484)) 
 
Speaker A’s utterance involves the verb phrase chi mouren de cu, which is interpreted 
idiomatically as “jealous of someone”.  The same idiomatic interpretation can be seen 
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in Speaker B’s elliptical sentence.  This sentence has the following structure under the 
movement and deletion approach: 
 
(6)  ....dan wo bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP shei de cu]1 Foc [TP Lisi changchang chi t1]]] 
 
In (6), the object of verb shei de cu ‘who’s vinegar’ moves from the base-generated 
position to Spec of FocP position, and then the TP is elided.  The deleted TP involves 
the verb phrase chi shei de cu ‘eat who’s vinegar,’ which can be interpreted idiomatically 
as be jealous of someone.  Accordingly, the movement and deletion approach accounts 
for the idiomatic interpretation of speaker B’s utterance in (5). 
In contrast, the pseudo-sluicing analysis cannot explain the idiomatic interpretation.  
This analysis gives speaker B’s elliptical sentence the following structure: 
 
(7)  ....dan wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) [DP shei de cu]] 
 
In (7), the pro takes Lisi changchang chi ‘Lisi often eat’ as its antecedent from the first 
conjunct.  But, the DP shei de cu is not the complement of the verb chi so that they do 
not form the constituency.  Thus, the pseudo-sluicing analysis cannot capture the 
idiomatic interpretation of speaker B’s utterance in (5). 
Furthermore, the movement and deletion approach to sluicing in Chinese is also 






(8)  zheben  shu   Laowu zhidao ta  zainali kanguo,  er   naben shu   Lisi  
          This    book  Laowu know  he where  saw      and that   book  Lisi  
          ye    zhidao  zainali.   
          also   know   where  
          Lit. ‘This book Laowu knows where he saw, and that book Lisi knows where 
          too.’ 
(Wang and Wu (2006:382)) 
 
In (8), zheben shu ‘this book’ and naben shu ‘that book’ undergo topicalization so that 
they have the contrastive relation with each other.  And, the embedded clause in the 
second conjunct is sluiced with the wh-phrase zainali as the remnant.  This sentence has 
the following structure under the movement and deletion analysis: 
 
(9)  ….er naben shuj Lisi ye zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP zainalik Foc [TP ta tk kaguo tj]]]. 
 
In (9), the object naben shu ‘that book’ within the embedded clause is topicalized into the 
matrix clause in the sluiced clause.  Moreover, the wh-remnant zainali ‘where’ 
undergoes the focus movement to the Spec of FocP.  And then, the TP including the trace 
of moved elements is deleted.  Thus, the movement and deletion approach can give (8) 
the appropriate structure.   
On the other hand, sentence (8) has the following structure under the pseudo-
sluicing approach: 
 
(10)  *….er naben shu Lisi ye zhidao [CP pro shi zainali]. 
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In (10), the pro takes ta kanguo ‘he saw’ as its antecedent from the matrix clause, and the 
wh-remnant zainali ‘where’ is based-generated.  However, the object naben shu ‘that 
book’ does not have its trace and hence cannot be given any appropriate interpretation.  
Therefore, the pseudo-sluicing approach cannot explain the interpretation of sentence (8), 
which involves topicalization. 
 
3.2.2 A Pseudo-sluicing Analysis 
Wei (2004, 2011) and Adams and Tomioka (2012) claim that sluicing in MC is not 
derived by the movement and deletion, but that it is a kind of pseudo-sluicing which has 
an empty pro-form pro in an elided clause.  According to Wei, there are two kinds of 
pro: one is the nominal pro, which needs a syntactic antecedent, and the other is the event 
pro, which refers to sematic argument that modify event predicate in an antecedent clause.  
Unlike the movement and deletion approach, the pseudo-sluicing approach to sluicing in 
Chinese assumes that a wh-remnant is base-generated at a pronounced place.  Then, this 
approach predicts that sluicing in Chinese does not show the Left Branch Extraction 
(hence forth LBE) effect.   
Wei (2011) provides supporting arguments for this prediction.  Consider the Left 
Branch Extraction without overt correlate as shown in (11): 
 
(11)  Zhangsan mai-le   che,  dan  wo bu  zhidao [CP pro (shi)  duo-xin(-de)] 
           Zhangsan buy-ASP car  but  I    not know          be   how-new-De 
           ‘(lit.) Zhangsan bought a car, but I don’t know how new it was.’ 
(Wei (2011: 259)) 
 
The movement and deletion analysis cannot account for the grammaticality of (11).  
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This analysis gives sentence (11) the following structure:  
 
(12)  … dan wo bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP duo-xin(-de)j Foc [TP Zhangsan mail-le   
           tj che]]]. 
 
In (12), the wh-remnant duo-xin (de) ‘how new-De,’ which is the leftmost constituent of 
the noun phrase moves from the sluiced clause to the CP, and the TP containing its trace 
is elided.  However, this movement violates the Left Branch Condition (Ross 1967, 
1968).  Furthermore, the counterpart in English sluicing is also unacceptable, as shown 
in (13): 
 
(13)  *She bought a car, but I don’t know [CP how bigi [TP she bought a ti car]]. 
(Merchant (2001: 176)) 
 
In (13), the wh-remnant how big is extracted from the noun phrase, which undergoes wh-
movement from the sluiced clause to CP, and the TP including the trace is elided.  
Merchant (2001) claims that structure (13) does not meet the e-GIVENness Condition on 
deletion because the elided TP is not presupposed by the antecedent clause.  If (13) 
violates the e-GIVENness Condition, (12) must violate the same condition too.  
Accordingly, the movement and deletion analysis cannot account for the grammaticality 
of (11). 
On the other hand, the pseudo-sluicing analysis gives sentence (11) the following 
structure: 
 
(14)  ….dan wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo-xin(-de)] 
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In (14), the pro occurs in the subject position, and it takes the noun phrase che ‘a car’ as 
its antecedent from the first conjunct.  The wh-remnant duo-xin (de) ‘how new-De’ does 
not undergo any movements, and it does not violate the Left Branch Condition.  Wei 
(2011) claims that the counterpart in English sluicing is acceptable, as illustrated in (15): 
 
(15)  She bought a car, but I don’t know how big it is.  
(Merchant (2001:177)) 
 
In (15), there is no movement, but the expletive subject it in the second conjunct refers to 
a car as its antecedent in the first conjunct.  The wh-remnant how big moves to the CP 
in order to make a question form.  Thus, the pseudo-sluicing in English supports the 
pseudo-sluicing approach to sluicing in Chinese. 
The same argument holds of the following sentence: 
 
(16)  Zhangsan mai-le   yi-liang JIU che,  dan wo bu  zhidao [[CP pro  (shi) 
           Zhangsan buy-Asp one-Cl  old car,  but I    not know            be  
           duo-DA]. 
           how-big 
           ‘(lit.) Zhangsan bought an old car, but I don’t know how big.’ 
(Wei (2011: 260)) 
 
The pseudo-sluicing analysis gives sentence (16) the following structure: 
 
(17)  ….dan wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo-DA]. 
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In (17), the pro in subject position takes the noun phrase yi-liang JIU che ‘an old car’ as 
its antecedent from the first conjunct.  Since the wh-phrase duo-DA ‘how-big’ is base-
generated, it does not violate the Left Branch Extraction condition.  Actually, English 
has the corresponding sentence to (17): 
 
(18)  She bought an OLD car, but I don’t know how BIG it is. 
 
In (18), the expletive subject it in the second conjunct refers to an OLD car as its 
antecedent in the first conjunct.  In this regard, sentence (18) can be interpreted as but I 
don’t know how BIG an OLD car is.  Therefore, the pseudo-sluicing in English in (18) 
can be seen as one piece of supporting evidence for the pseudo-sluicing approach to 
sluicing in Chinese. 
In contrast, the movement and deletion analysis cannot account for the 
grammaticality of (16).  According to this analysis, sentence (16) has the following 
structure:  
 
(19)  ….dan wo bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP duo-DAj Foc [TP Zhangsan mai-le yi-liang 
           tj che]]]. 
 
In (19), the wh-remnant duo-DA ‘how BIG’ undergoes the focus movement to the CP, and 
then the TP containing its trace is elided.  This kind of movement violates the Left 
Branch Condition.  Furthermore, the counterpart in English sluices is also unacceptable, 




(20)  *She bought an OLD car, but I don’t know [CP how BIGi. [TP she bought a ti 
           car]] 
(Merchant (2001:180)) 
 
In (20), the wh-remnant how BIG moves from the sluiced clause to CP.  After the 
movement, the TP containing the trace of BIG is deleted.  Merchant (2001) claims that 
(20) violates the e-GIVENness Condition: the attributive adjectival phrase BIG is not 
parallel to the attributive adjectival phrase OLD in the first conjunct.  Then, the elided 
elements a t car is not the e-GIVEN, so it cannot be deleted.  If (20) violates the e-
GIVENness Condition, (19) must violate the same condition too.  Accordingly, the 
movement and deletion analysis cannot account for the grammaticality of (16). 
 
3.2.3 Summary  
Thus far, we have seen two approaches to sluicing in Chinese. One is Wang and 
Wu’s (2006) wh-movement and deletion approach, which accounts for the fact that 
sluicing in Chinese has an idiom chunk interpretation and allows a topic phrase to co-
occur with a wh-remnant.  The other is Wei’s (2011) pseudo-sluicing approach, which 
explains that sluicing in Chinese does not show the Left Branch Extraction effect.  These 
two approaches not only have their own strong supporting evidence, but also complement 
one another in the different environment. 
 
3.3  Further Arguments for the Hybrid Analysis 
In this section, I will provide further arguments for the two analyses by showing 
that a given sluicing in Chinese will be ungrammatical if neither of the two analyses yield 
a convergent outcome.  Notice that a given sluicing must be derived by wh-movement 
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and deletion if it involves a topic-remnant in addition to a wh-remnant, and that a given 
sluicing must be derived by a null pro-form if it has a wh-remnant corresponding to a 
degree modifier of a noun phrase in an antecedent clause.  Then, the hybrid analysis 
based upon these two derivations predicts that a given sluicing in Chinese will be 
ungrammatical if it has both a topic-remnant and a corresponding wh-remnant to a degree 
modifier of a noun phrase in an antecedent clause.  This is because this kind of sluicing 
cannot be derived by either wh-movement and deletion or a null pro-form.  I will argue 
that this prediction is empirically correct, by providing new data about sluicing in Chinese. 
First, let us consider the following unacceptable sluicing in Chinese: 
 
(21)  *Zhe-ben  shu   Lisi  shou you  yi-ge    gongsi    chuban-le,   
           This-CL  book  Lisi  say  have one-CL company  publish-LE  
           dan na-ben  shu  Lisi  bu  zhidao  (shi)  duo  da  (de) 
           but that-CL book Lisi  not know    be   how big DE 
           ‘Lit. This book Lisi said that a company published, but that book, Lisi does 
           not know how big.’ 
 
In (21), zhe-ben shu ‘this book’ and na-ben shu ‘that book’ move to the clause-initial 
position by topicalization.  Then, they have the contrastive relation with each other.  
And, the embedded clause in the second conjunct is sluiced with the wh-phrase duo da 
(de) ‘how big,’ which corresponds to a degree modifier of a topicalized phrase.  
Topicalization requires (21) to have the following structure: 
 
(22)  *….dan na-ben shuj Lisi bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP duo da dek [TPLisi said that 
           a company published tk tj]]]. 
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In (22), the object na-ben shu ‘that book’ is topicalized into the front position of the 
sluiced clause.  And the wh-remnant duo da (de) ‘how big DE’ is extracted out of the 
noun phrase in the sluiced clause.  In this case, the movement of the wh-remnant duo da 
(de) ‘how big DE’ violates the Left Branch Extraction condition.  Moreover, structure 
(22) also violates Merchant’s e-GIVENness condition: the duo da (de) ‘how big DE’ in 
the sluiced clause does not have any corresponding phrase in the antecedent clause.  
Accordingly, (21) is illegitimate. 
To avoid the violation of the Left Branch Extraction condition, (21) must have the 
following structure: 
 
(23)  *….dan na-ben shu Lisi bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo da (de)] 
 
In (23), the pro takes yi-ge gongsi ‘a company’ as its antecedent.  The wh-remnant duo 
da (de) ‘how big DE’ does not undergo any movements, and it does not violate the Left 
Branch Condition.  Moreover, (23) does not contain any elided structure and hence are 
not subject to violate Merchant’s e-GIVENness condition.  However, the object na-ben 
shu ‘that book’ does not have its trace and hence cannot be given any appropriate 
interpretation.  Therefore, (23) is not legitimate either.  Thus, neither the movement 
and deletion analysis nor the pseudo-sluicing one can provide an appropriate structure to 
(21) and hence sentence (21) is ungrammatical. 






(24)  *Wele  Lisi, Zhangsan mai-le  yi-liang  JIU che,  
            For   Lisi  Zhangsan buy-LE one-CL  old car    
           dan wele Wangwu,  wo bu  zhidao  (shi)  duo  DA (de) 
           but for   Wangwu  I    not know    be   how big DE 
           ‘Lit. For Lisi, Zhangsan bought an old car, but for Wangwu, I do not know  
           how big.’ 
 
The movement and deletion approach and the pseudo-sluicing approach give sentence 
(24) the following structures in (25a, b) respectively: 
 
(25)  a.  *dan wele Wangwuj, wo bu zhidao [CP(shi) [FocP duo DA (de)k Foc[Zhangsan  
              mai-le yi-liang tk che tj]]] 
           b.  *dan wele Wangwu, wo bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo DA (de)] 
 
In (25a), the preposition wele Wangwu ‘for Wangwu’ moves into the initial position of the 
sluiced clause, and the wh-remnant duo DA (de) ‘how BIG DE’ moves out of the NP 
through the focus movement.  After these two phrases have undergone movement, the 
TP, which contains the trace of the moved elements, is elided.  However, the movement 
of the wh-remnant violates the Left Branch Extraction condition.  Moreover, the 
structure in (25a) violates Merchant’s e-GIVENness condition too, because the attributive 
adjectival phrases yi-liang JIU che ‘an old car’ in the first conjunct are not matched to 
duo DA (de) ‘how BIG DE’ in the sluiced clause.  Therefore, the structure in (25a) is ill-
formed. 
Next, let us turn to the structure in (25b).  In this structure, the pro takes the che 
‘a car’ in the first conjunct as its antecedent. In this case, the wh-remnant duo DA (de) 
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‘how BIG DE’ does not take any movements.  Thus, the structure in (25b) does not 
involve any violation of the Left Branch Extraction condition.  Moreover, this structure 
does not undergo deletion and hence does not need to satisfy Merchant’s e-GIVENness 
condition.  However, since the structure in (25b) does not contain any trace of 
topicalization, the topicalized elements Wele Wangwu ‘for Wangwu’ cannot be interpreted.  
Accordingly, the structure in (25b) is illegitimate.  Thus, neither the movement and 
deletion analysis nor the pseudo-sluicing one can provide an appropriate structure to (24) 
and hence sentence (24) is ungrammatical. 
Finally, let us consider the following ungrammatical sluicing in Chinese: 
 
(26)  *Zhe-ben  shui  Lisi  shou you  yi-ge    yingwen hen  liuli   de ren      
            This-CL  book Lisi  say  have one-CL English  very fluent de person 
           xie   de  dan  na-ben  shuj  Lisi  bu  zhidao  (shi)  duo  liuli  (de)] 
           wrote DE but  that-CL book Lisi  not know    be   how fluent DE 
           ‘Lit. This book Lisi said that a person who speaks fluent English wrote, but  
           that book, Lisi does not know how fluent.’ 
 
The movement and deletion approach and the pseudo-sluicing approach give sentence 
(26) the following structures in (27a,b) respectively: 
 
(27)  a.  *dan na-ben shuj Lisi bu zhidao [CP (shi) [FocP duo liuli (de)k Foc[TP Lisi shou  
               you yi-ge yingwen tk ren xie de tj]]] 
           b.  *dan na-ben shuj Lisi bu zhidao [CP pro (shi) duo liuli (de)] 
 
In (27a), the object na-ben shu ‘that book’ in the embedded clause is topicalized into the 
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top position of the matric clause of the first conjunct.  And the wh-remnant duo liuli (de) 
‘how fluent DE’ undergoes focus movement.  After these movements have applied, the 
embedded clause of the second conjunct is deleted.  The output is illegitimate because 
the movement of the wh-remnant duo liuli (de)‘how fluent DE’ not only violates the Left 
Branch Extraction condition, but also the complex noun phrase island restriction.   
Next, let us turn to (27b).  In this structure, the pro takes you yi-ge yingwen hen 
liuli de ren xie de ‘a person who speaks fluent English wrote’ as its antecedent.  Since 
this structure does not involve any movements and hence there is no violation of the Left 
Branch Extraction condition and the complex noun phrase island restriction.  However, 
the structure does not contain any trace of the topicalized phrase na-ben shu ‘that book.’  
Accordingly, the topicalized phrase is not appropriately interpreted so that structure (27b) 
is ill-formed.  Therefore, sentence (26) is ungrammatical. 
To summarize this section, I have provided further arguments for the hybrid 
analysis based upon the previous two analyses: the wh-movement and deletion analysis 
and the pseudo-sluicing one.  The former analysis is necessary for explaining a sluicing 
in Chinese that has not only a wh-remnant in an embedded clause, but also a topicalized-
remnant in a matrix clause.  On the other hand, the latter analysis is required to account 
for a sluicing in Chinese that has a wh-remnant corresponding to a degree modifier of a 
noun phrase in an antecedent clause.  Then, these two analyses predict that if a given 
sluicing in Chinese has a corresponding wh-remnant to a degree modifier of a noun phrase 
and a topicalized-remnant, the sluicing is ungrammatical because it must have two 
structures that are incompatible with each other.  I have argued that this prediction is 




3.4  Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have reviewed two different approaches to sluicing in Chinese, the 
movement and deletion analysis proposed by Wang and Wu (2006) and the pseudo-
sluicing one proposed by Wei (2004, 2011).  I have argued that these two approaches 
not only have their own strong supporting evidence, but also complement one another in 
the different environments.  I have also provided further an argument for these two 
analyses, by showing that a given sluicing in Chinese will be ungrammatical if neither of 





Two Types of “VP Ellipsis” in Chinese 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Chinese is considered to have two types of VP ellipsis.  One is licensed by modals 
and auxiliaries, as shown in (1): 
 
(1)  Ming hui  xihuan ni   gei   ta   de  liwu. Han  ye   hui        . 
          Ming will  like    you give him DE gift   Han also  will  like 
          ‘Ming will like the gift you gave to him; Han also will.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 289)) 
 
In this ellipsis, the auxiliary verb hui ‘will’ functions as a licensor of the elided VP xihuan 
ni gei ta de liwu ‘like the gift you gave to him’.  This type of “VP-ellipsis” is called the 
Aux construction.  Another type is licensed by the copular verb shi, as illustrated in (2): 
 
(2)  Ming hen  xihuan ni   gei   ta   de  liwu.  Han ye   shi        . 
          Ming very like    you give him DE gift   Han also  be 
          ‘Ming likes the gift you gave to him; Han also does.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 291)) 
 
In this ellipsis, the copular verb shi ‘be’ licenses the elided VP hen xihuan ni gei ta de 
liwu ‘likes the gift you gave to him very much’.  This type of “VP-ellipsis” is called the 
shi construction.   
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Previous studies have pointed out that the shi construction is much more limited in 
distribution, as compared with the Aux construction.  In this chapter, I will try to account 
for differences between these elliptical constructions by proposing that the Aux 
construction actually instantiates VP ellipsis, whereas the shi construction involves the 
remnant movement from deleted TP under the assumption that shi occupies the head of 
Focus phrase proposed by Rizzi (1997).   
The organization of this chapter is as follows: in section 2, I will review Li and Wei 
(2014) to show some differences between the shi construction and the Aux construction.  
In section 3, I will propose an analysis of the shi construction.  In section 4, I will argue 
that the proposed analysis of the shi construction accounts for its different properties from 
the Aux construction.  Section 5 is a conclusion. 
 
4.2  Previous Analyses  
Li and Wei (2014) show similarities and differences between two types of VP 
ellipsis in Chinese.  First of all, let us consider the Aux construction in (1), repeated as 
in (3) below:  
 
(3)  Ming hui  xihuan ni    gei  ta    de  liwu.  Han ye   hui        . 
          Ming will  like    you  give him  DE gift   Han also  will  like 
          ‘Ming will like the gift you gave to him; Han also will.’ 
 
In (3), the auxiliary verb hui ‘will’ remains at the edge of the sentence, and the VP xihuan 
ni gei ta de liwu ‘like the gift you gave to him’ is elided.  Next, let us turn to the shi 
construction in (2), repeated as in (4):  
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(4)  Ming hen  xihuan ni   gei   ta   de  liwu.  Han ye   shi        . 
          Ming very like    you give him DE gift   Han also  be 
          ‘Ming likes the gift you gave to him; Han also does.’ 
 
In (4), the remnant is Han ye shi ‘Han also be,’ and the VP xihuan ni gei ta de liwu ‘like 
the gift you gave to him’ is elided.  In addition to a copular verb, shi also plays as a focus 
marker, as illustrated in (5):  
 
(5)  a.  Ming shi  hen  xihuan ni   gei  ta   de  liwu. 
            Ming be  very like    you give him DE gift 
             ‘Ming indeed likes the gift you gave to him.’ 
          b.  Ming shi  xuesheng. 
             Ming be  student 
             ‘Ming is a student.’ 
 
In (5a), verb shi serves as the focus marker, and in (5b), it serves as the linking verb.  
The shi construction and the Aux construction display several similarities and differences.  
First of all, let us look at their similarities.  Both the shi construction and the Aux 
construction permit sloppy and strict readings.  Consider the following shi construction: 
 
(6)  John  hui  shuo  ta  xihuan tade laoshi,  Bill  ye   shi        . 
          John  will  say   he like    his   teacher  Bill  also  be 
          a. ‘John1 will say he1 liked his1 teacher; Bill2 will also say he1 liked his1     
            teacher.’ 
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          b.  ‘John1 will say he1 liked his1 teacher; Bill2 will also say he2 liked his2    
             teacher.’ 
          c.  ‘John1 will say he1 liked his1 teacher; Bill2 will also say he2 liked his1 
             teacher.’ (Mix 1) 
          d.  ‘John1 will say he1 liked his1 teacher; Bill2 will also say he1 liked his2    
             teacher.’ (Mix 2) 
(Li and Wei (2014: 290)) 
 
In (6a, b), the strict and sloppy reading can be interpreted as Bill will also say John liked 
John’s teacher and Bill will also say Bill liked Bill’s teacher respectively.  In (6c, d), the 
Mix 1 and Mix 2 reading can be interpreted as Bill will also say Bill liked John’s teacher 
and Bill will also say John liked Bill’s teacher respectively.  The Aux construction also 
allows strict, sloppy, and mix reading as shown in (7): 
 
(7)  Zhangsan hui  shuo  ta  xihuan tade laoshi;  Lisi  ye   hui      . 
          Zhangsan will  say   he like    his   teacher  Lisi  also  will 
          a.  ‘Zhangsan1 will say he1 like his1 teacher; Lisi2 will say (he1 likes his1    
             teacher).’ 
          b.  ‘Zhangsan1 will say he1 likes his1 teacher; Lisi2 will say (he2 likes his2   
            teacher).’ 
          c.  ‘Zhangsan1 will say he1 likes his1 teacher; Lisi2 will say (he2 likes his1   
             teacher).’ (Mix 1) 
          d.  *‘Zhangsan1 will say he1 like his1 teacher; Lisi2 will say (he1 likes his2   
             teacher).’ (Mix 2) 
(Li and Wei (2014: 290)) 
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In (7a, b), the strict and sloppy reading can be obtained as Lisi will say Zhangsan likes 
Zhangsan’s teacher and Lisi will say Lisi likes Lisi’s teacher respectively.  In (7c, d), 
Mix 1 and 2 reading can be interpreted as Lisi will say Lisi likes Zhangsan’s teacher and 
Lisi will say Zhangsan likes Lisi’s teacher respectively. 
Next, let us turn to differences between the shi construction and the Aux 
construction.  The antecedent of the Aux construction can be interpreted from the 
discourse as illustrated in (8): 
 
(8)  You are throwing darts with friends and having a good time. Another friend  
          drops by, sees the fun; he/she may say: 
          a.  wo ye   hui    . 
             I    also  can 
             ‘I can (throw darts), too.’ 
          b.  hoaxing   wo renshi  de  ren    dou  hui      . 
             apparently I    know  DE person all   can 
             ‘Apparently, all the people I know can.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 289)) 
 
In (8a, b) the elided VP can be interpreted as throw darts from the discourse contents in 
(8).  However, unlike the Aux construction, the shi construction needs to have an explicit 
linguistic antecedent as shown in (9): 
 
(9)  The two cellists were playing classical music on the street.  The strangers  
           came by and saw everybody was enjoying the music very much. The      
           Stranger A and B wanted to join them, and they said: 
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           a.  Women  ye   hui        . 
              we       also  can 
              Lit. ‘We can (play classical music), too.’ 
           b.  *Women ye   shi       . 
               we      also  be 
              Lit. ‘*We also be.’ 
           c.  Stranger A:  Wo ye   keyi  la-de     hen  hao 
                          I    also  can   play -DE very good 
                          Lit. ‘I also can play it very well.’ 
              Stranger B:  Wo ye   shi         . 
                          I    also  be. 
                          Lit. ‘So this is the case with me (I can also play classical  
                          music very well).’ 
 
In (9a), the VP play classical music can be recovered from the discourse in the auxiliary 
construction.  However, the shi construction in (9b) requires an explicit antecedent, so 
it is impossible to recover the meaning of the elided structure from the discourse directly.  
The dialogue in (9c) shows that the shi construction in the utterance of Stranger B takes 
the explicit antecedent in the utterance of Stranger A.  Thus, the shi construction needs 
an explicit linguistic antecedent.  
Moreover, the shi construction contrasts with the Aux construction when it comes 
to locality conditions.  The Aux construction is allowed in an embedded clause, whereas 




(10)  a.  Zhangsan xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo ye  xiwang  Lisi  
              Zhangsan hope    Lisi  will like    music   I   also  hope    Lisi  
              hui        . 
              will  like 
              ‘Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi will.’ 
           b.  Zhangsan bu  xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo xiwang  Lisi 
              Zhangsan not hope    Lisi  will like    music   I    hope    Lisi 
              hui       . 
              will  like 
              ‘Zhangsan does not hope that Lisi will like music; I hope that Lisi will.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 293)) 
 
In (10), the elliptical VP xihuan yinyur ‘like music’ is permitted in the embedded clause.  
On the other hand, the shi construction is not allowed in the embedded clause as shown 
in (11):  
 
(11)  a.  *Zhangsan  xiwang  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; wo ye   xiwang  Lisi  
               Zhangsan hope    Lisi  will like    music    I   also  hope    Lisi  
              (ye)  shi. 
              also  be 
              ‘*Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi is.’ 
       cf.  b.  Lisi  hui xihuan yinyue; Wangwu ye   shi. 
              Lisi  will  like   music   Wangwu also  be 
              ‘Lisi will like music; so is the case with Wangwu (Wangwu also will like 
              music).’ 
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(Li and Wei (2014: 293)) 
 
In (11a), the elided VP xihuan yinyur ‘like music’ is not permitted in the embedded hope 
clause.  This contrasts with (11b) where the elided VP appears in the unembedded clause.   
Finally, the shi construction also behaves differently from the Aux construction 
when it comes to a negation, as shown in (12) and (13). 
 
(12)  ta   bu  hui lai,  wo ye   bu  hui         
           He  not will come I   also  not will  come 
           ‘He will not come; I will not, either.’ 
(13)  *ta   bu  hui  lai,   wo ye   bu  shi          
            He  not will  come I    also  not be  come 
           ‘He will not come; it is not so with me either (neither will I).’ 
(Li and Wei (2014: 294)) 
 
In the Aux construction of (12), the negation bu can appear before the auxiliary hui.  
However, in the shi construction of (13), the negation bu cannot precede shi. 
To summarize this section, we have seen similarities and differences between the 
shi construction and the Aux construction presented in Li and Wei (2014).  In the next 
section, I will propose an analysis of the shi construction to account for its different 
properties from those of the Aux construction. 
 
4.3  Proposal: Deletion of TP after Focus Movement 
In this section, I will propose an analysis of the shi construction in MC.  Before 
presenting an analysis, I will assume the following structure of the Aux construction: 
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(14)                  TP 
                       3 
                    subj         T´ 
                    Wo      3 
                     I      T        NegP                 
                                   3               
                               Neg          ModP 
                               bu        3 
                              not      Mod        VP 
                                     neng     3 
                                     can      V       ...  
 
In this structure, the modal neng ‘can’ is the head of the Modal Phrase (ModP) projection.  
The negative element bu ‘not’ is located in the head of the Negative Phrase (NegP) 
projection that is above a Modal Phrase projection.  The operation of deletion applies to 
the Verb Phrase (VP) projection that is the complement of the head of the ModP. 
Now, let us turn to the shi construction. I adopt the framework of the split CP 
hypothesis proposed by Rizzi (1997), which suggests that CP should be split into a 
number of different projections: a Force Phrase (ForceP) projection, a Topic Phrase 
(TopP) projection, a Focus Phrase (FocP) projection, and a Finiteness Phrase (FinP) 
projection.  I assume that the auxiliary shi in Chinese occupies a head of a FocP, which 














(15)               FocP                   
                     3               
                 subj          Foc’  
                Wo         3 
                I         Foc         TP 
                        shi       3 
                        be     subj         T 
                              t         3 
                                      T         NegP                 
                                             3               
                                          Neg       ModP 
                                          bu       3 
                                         not     Mod       VP 
                                               neng    3 
                                               can      V        ...   
 
In (15), after the remnant subject moves from Spec of TP to Spec of FocP, the complement 
of Foc, that is, TP is deleted.  The proposed analysis gives the shi construction in (16a) 
the structure in (16b): 
 
(16)  a.  John  bu-xihuan Mary.  Bill *(ye) shi. 
              John  not-like   Mary  Bill  also  be 
              ‘John does not like Mary. Bill also be.’  
(Soh (2007: 184)) 
b. John bu-xihuan Mary. [FocP Billi [Foc ye shi [TP ti [T [NegP [Neg bu [VP xihuan 
              Mary]]]]]]] 
 
In (16a), the remnant Bill in the elided clause contrasts with John in the antecedent clause.  
This is because the remnant occupies the Spec of FocP, as shown in (16b).  Furthermore, 
notice that the deleted TP contains NegP whose head is occupied by the negative element 
bu.  Then, the elided clause in (16b) can be interpreted as it is also the case that Bill also 
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does not like Mary.   
Notice that (16b), the subject remnant Bill in Spec of FocP is contrasted with the 
corresponding subject John in the antecedent clause.  When an appropriate contrastive 
relation cannot be formed, the shi construction becomes worse, as illustrated in (17): 
 
(17)  A:  Shei  xihuan  Zhangsan? 
               Who  like     Zhangsan 
               ‘Who likes Zhangsan?’ 
           B:  #Wo  ye   shi 
                 I   also do 
               ‘I also do.’  
(Soh (2007: 185)) 
 
In (17A), the antecedent clause is the wh question Shei xihuan Zhangsan? ‘Who likes 
Zhangsan?’. Unlike (16a), the answer Wo ye shi ‘I also be’ in (17B) to question in (17A) 
is not appropriate. This is because the remnant subject Wo cannot contrast with the wh-
phrase Shei. 
The proposed analysis of the shi construction also can account for the interpretation 
of the following sentence: 
 
(18)  tamen  dagai    bu  hui lai.  Women ye   shi       . 
           They   probably not will come we     also  be 
           ‘They probably will not come. So is the case with us = we probably will not 
           come, either.’ 
(Li and Wei (2014:294)) 
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In (18), the elided elements can be interpreted as including not only the negation bu ‘not’ 
but also the adverb dagai ‘probably’ which is assumed to adjoin to TP.  The proposed 
structure of the shi construction in (15) shows that TP undergoes deletion.  Thus, the 
interpretation of (18) follows from the proposed analysis.  
Summarizing this section, I have proposed that the Aux construction is derived from 
deletion of VP, whereas the shi construction results from deleting TP after a remnant 
moves to Spec of FocP.  In next section, I will argue that the proposed analysis of the 
shi construction and auxiliary construction in Chinese accounts for the differences 
between these constructions seen in section 4.2. 
 
4.4  Deriving Differences between the Aux Construction and the Shi Construction 
First, let us consider the following difference concerning a negative element. 
 
(19)  ta   bu  hui  lai,  wo ye   bu  hui         
           He  not will  come I   also  not will  come 
           ‘He will not come; I will not, either.’ 
(20)  *ta   bu  hui lai,   wo ye   bu  shi          
            He  not will come I    also  not be  come 
           ‘He will not come; it is not so with me either (neither will I).’ 
 
In the Aux construction of (19), the negative bu can appear before the auxiliary hui ‘will.’  
In the shi construction of (20), on the other hand, the negative bu cannot precede shi.  
This difference follows from the proposed analysis: as the structure of the shi construction 
in (15) shows, a negative element in this construction is contained in the elided TP.  
Accordingly, the negative bu cannot be a remnant in the shi construction.  In contrast, 
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the structure of the auxiliary construction in (14) shows that a negative appears above an 
elided VP.  Therefore, the negative bu can be a remnant in the auxiliary construction. 
Next, let us turn to the difference regarding an explicit linguistic antecedent, as 
shown in (21): 
 
(21)  The two cellists were playing classical music on the street.  The strangers  
           came by and saw everybody was enjoying the music very much. The      
           Stranger A and B wanted to join them, and they said: 
           a.  Women  ye   hui        . 
              we       also  can 
              Lit. ‘We can (play classical music), too.’ 
           b.  *Women ye   shi       . 
               we      also  be 
              Lit. ‘*We also be.’ 
           c.  Stranger A:  Wo ye   keyi  la-de     hen  hao 
                          I    also  can   play -DE very good 
                          Lit. ‘I also can play it very well.’ 
              Stranger B:  Wo ye   shi         . 
                          I    also  be 
                          Lit. ‘So this is the case with me (I can also play classical  
                          music very well).’ 
 
As I showed in section 4.2, the shi construction needs an explicit linguistic antecedent, 
whereas the auxiliary construction does not.  I will attribute this difference to a syntactic 
position in which a remnant appears.  The subject remnant Women ‘we’ in the auxiliary 
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construction in (21a) is located in Spec of TP and hence does not require any contrasting 
phrase in the previous discourse.  On the other hand, the subject remnant Women ‘we’ 
in the shi construction in (21b) occupies Spec of FocP and hence requires a contrasting 
phrase in the previous discourse.  In (21c), the subject remnant Wo ‘I’ in the shi 
construction in the utterance of Stranger B contrasts with the subject of the utterance of 
Stranger A.  Thus, the proposed analysis accounts for the difference regarding an 
explicit linguistic antecedent between the shi construction and the auxiliary construction. 
Finally, let us consider the difference about locality conditions between the shi 
construction and the auxiliary construction, as illustrated in (22): 
 
(22)  a.  Zhangsan xiwang  Lisi hui xihuan yinyue; wo ye   xiwang  Lisi 
              Zhangsan hope    Lisi will like    music   I    also  hope    Lisi 
              hui       . 
              will  like 
              ‘Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi will.’ 
           b.  *Zhangsan  xiwang  Lisi  hui  xihuan yinyue; wo ye   xiwang  Lisi 
              Zhangsan  hope    Lisi  will  like    music    I   also  hope    Lisi  
              (ye)  shi      . 
              also  be  
              ‘*Zhangsan hopes that Lisi will like music; I also hope Lisi is.’ 
 
This contrast shows that the Aux construction is allowed in an embedded clause, whereas 
the shi construction is not.  The reason of the unacceptability of (22b) is that the subject 
remnant in Spec of FocP cannot contrast with the corresponding element in the antecedent 
clause because they refer to the same person Lisi.  The subject remnant in (22a) is in 
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Spec of TP and hence does not have to contrast with the corresponding phrase in the 
antecedent clause.  Notice that sentence (22b) becomes well-formed if the subject of the 
embedded clause in the antecedent clause changes to a different person such as Wangwu, 
as in (23): 
 
(23)  Zhangsan xiwang  Wangwu  hui xihuan  yinyue;  
           Zhangsan hope    Wangwu  hui like     music     
           wo ye   xiwang  Lisi  ye   shi   [VP hui  xihuan yinyue]. 
           I    also  hope    Lisi  also  be      will  like    music  
           Lit. ‘Zhangsan hopes that Wangwu will like music; I also hope that Lisi also 
           be.’ 
 
In (23), the subject remnant Lisi appropriately contrasts with the corresponding subject 
Wangwu in the antecedent clause.  Accordingly, the proposed analysis can account for 
the grammaticality of (23). 
To summarize this section, I have derived differences between the Aux construction 
and the shi construction in Chinese from the proposal that the Aux construction is VP 
ellipsis, whereas the shi construction results from deleting TP after a remnant moves to 
Spec of FocP. 
 
4.5  Conclusion 
In this chapter, after reviewing the verb phrase ellipsis of Li and Wei (2014), I have 
offered an analysis of two types of ellipsis phenomenon that are called the Aux 
construction and the shi construction in Chinese.  Although these ellipsis constructions 
appear to involve deletion of a verbal phrase, I have proposed that the Aux construction 
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actually instantiate VP ellipsis, whereas the shi construction results from deletion of TP 
and a movement of a remnant to Spec of Focus Phrase.  I have argued that the proposed 








In this thesis, I have investigated ellipsis phenomena in Chinese, such as null 
argument ellipsis, sluicing, and verb phrase ellipsis, which are a well-studied and 
complicated area in syntax.  I have criticized some previous studies, and then proposed 
alternative syntactic analyses of these phenomena to provide restrictions on their 
distributions. 
In chapter 2, I have investigated null arguments in Chinese, especially their unique 
characteristic of asymmetric relation between subjects and objects when it comes to their 
interpretation.  After critically reviewing and pointing out some problems with the three 
preview analyses proposed by Li (2014), Takahashi (2014), and Sato (2018b), I have 
provided an alternative analysis of the subject-object asymmetry.  I have claimed that 
null objects are derived either by argument ellipsis (LF-copying) or by null operator 
movement, whereas null subjects are derived by moving empty operators to Spec of CP. 
I have attributed the asymmetry between null subjects and objects to the EPP effect 
feature of the tense T in Chinese. 
In chapter 3, I have discussed sluicing in Chinese, for which there have been 
proposed two distinct types of analysis: one is a wh-movement and deletion analysis 
(Wang and Wu (2006)), the other is a null pro-form analysis (Wei (2011)).  By 
reconsidering the two distinct types, I have demonstrated and argued that these two 
approaches not only have their own strong supporting evidence, but also complement one 
another in the different environments.  I have also provided further an argument for these 
two analyses, by showing that a given sluicing in Chinese will be ungrammatical if neither 
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of the two derivations yields a convergent outcome. 
In chapter 4, after reviewing Li and Wei (2014), I have offered an analysis of two 
types of verb phrase ellipsis phenomenon that are called the Aux construction and the shi 
construction in Chinse.  Although these ellipsis constructions appear to involve deletion 
of a verbal phrase, I have proposed that the Aux construction actually instantiate VP 
ellipsis, whereas the shi construction results from deletion of TP and a movement of a 
remnant to Spec of Focus Phrase.  I have argued that the proposed analysis provide a 
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